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bowling green state university

EPA will impose stiff fines
FREMONT, Ohio (AP) - Waste
Management Inc. will be assessed
stiff fines for allowing six hazardous
waste disposal wells on a site near
Vickery to leak into the wrong ground
formation, the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency said yesterday.
But EPA Director Robert Maynard
said he doesn't agree with requests by
area residents that the site be closed.
All six of the wells used at the Ohio
Liquid Disposal site have leaked and
baa structural damage capable of
causing further leaks, according to a
study performed by Underground Resources Management, a Texas company that was hired by the EPA but
paid for by Waste Management.
"I am asking Attorney General
Anthony Celebrezze to take appropriate legal action against those responsible for the violations," he said. "I
believe that a substantial civil penalty
is in order in this case."
Toxic materials leaked into what is
known as the Mavnardsville formation of rocks, one level above the Mt.
Simon formation, for which Waste

Management held a permit.
ALL THE leaks occurred between
2,400 and 2,700 feet below ground and
none of the waste has escaped into
groundwater supplies, Maynard said.
"We have no evidence to suggest
the safety of the residents living[Bthe
area is in any way endangered," be
said.
A study of 10 other hazardous waste
disposal wells from other parts of
Ohio also will be conducted, Maynard
said.
Those wells are used by companies
to dispose of their own wastes, Richard Shank, EPA enforcement chief
said.
One of six Waste Management
wells is being tested, but all the others
have been closed indefinitely, effectively suspending waste disposal at the
Sandusky County site.
"I've made no commitments about
the future," Maynard said. "They say
What about the future?' And I say,
There isn't any future right now.* *'
Waste Management attorney Jeffrey Miller said the company is re-

pairing and updating all the wells,
despite having no assurances that
they will be used again.
'It's a calculated business decision," said George Vander Velde,
technical director for Chemical Waste
Management, the subsidiary of Waste
Management that operates the Ohio
liquid Disposal site.
"We believe deep-well injection can
be done properly and there will be
regulations and standards to cover
them," he said.
Miller said Waste Management will
pay whatever fine is assessed for the
waste disposal violations.
In a meeting with the Sandusky
County Health Board, Maynard said
dioxin-contaminated sludge that was
found in a waste-holding lagoon in
September will be studied at Battelle
Memorial Institute in Columbus.
"Although I am eager to have all
the cleanup completed, I insist that it
be done right," Maynard said, "because I only want it done once. I don't
want the EPA to be back here in a few
months or a few years."

New pet law drafted
by Jeff James
staff reporter

Cramming for finals

Dg news stott/Cori Lee Ciloni
Klrt Kisselle, sophomore accounting major, began studying for
finals yesterday in the Jerome Library. Finals begin Thursday.
Dec. 15.

After three months of work, the
special council committee formed to
create a new city pet ordinance has
drafted what they believe to be an
agreeable proposal, according to Patrick Ng, chairman of the committee.
However, the largest group of critics of the old ordinance, city pet store
owners, say the revised ordinance,
"is still not fair," according to Tim
Tache, owner of Davy Jones' Pet
Locker, 178 S. Main.
"The new ordinance says that it is
unlawful for any person to keep in
their possession within the city limits
any poisonous reptile or any other
dangerous or carnivorous wild animal
or reptile, and vicious or dangerous
domesticated animal or any other
animal or reptile of wild, vicious or
dangerous propensities," a dry official said of the new proposal.

"The ordinance then lists several
animals such as bears, eagles, constrictor snakes, skunks and water
buffalo," she said.
The old ordinance, which the pet
store owners felt was ambiguous,
simply stated that "it was unlawful to
keep in the city limits any animal
which was not native to Ohio," Mike
Lull, owner of The Hutch pet store,
1011 S. Main, said.

"This new ordinance will only open
a whole new can of worms," Lull said.
"I still think there are some ambiguous phrases in the ordinance. For
example a poisonous fish. Are they
refering to the ones that make you
swell up when it bites you or what? I
still think there are a lot of unanswered questions in this ordinance." Lull said.

CITY COUNCIL first heard complaints against the pet ordinance
when the owners of two area pet
!or having bee
tx constores were cited for
-strictora in their laapeitlie abepe.
Bom owners were brought to court for
breaking the city ordinance. Before
the two owners were to appear in
court, tbey voiced their views at a dty
council meeting. Feeling the pressure, council organized the special
committee to compose a new ordinance, a city offical said.

Tache thinks some of the certain
animals listed in the ordinance need
not be on it.
"I oppose that the term constrictor
■takes be on the list because some
typem,like com, or garter cooatnetora
are native to the USTlf they got out,
who would care," Tache said. "They
are native to this area anyway."
The proposed ordinance needs to go
through three readings before council
before it becomes an ordinance. The
pet store owners said they will address council at that time.

Soviets take break

SLS advertises for lawyer Arms talks dropped
by Janet Boyer
staff reporter

HELP WANTED: "a non-profit
corporation is soliciting attorneys
who will make offers of a prepaid
student legal service plan to the
Board of Trustees of Bowling Green
State University."
This advertisement, which appeared in December's Ohio Bar Association magazine, is the Student Legal
Services Inc.'s first attempt at hiring
a lawyer, so SLS can become a reality
spring semester.
As of last Monday two lawyers nave
inquired about the position but no one
seems to know how many will apply,
Dave Ryan, public relations director
for SLS, said.
There are currently 1800 lawyers
out of work in Ohio, plus new law
graduates. Scott Gailier, SLS treasurer, said. Gailier seemed confident
that a large number of applications
will be received.
"We really can't make a guess how
many will apply because it & the first
program of its kind in Ohio, Dr. Richard Eakin, vice president of planning
and budgeting, said.
ACCORDING TO the provisions of
SLS Inc., the lawyers will present a
proposal for a prepaid legal service to
the the Board of Trustees, who will
then accept or reject the offers they
hear and hire whom they choose. SLS
Inc's. role is to solicit the lawyers and

then make recommendations to the
Board, Eakin said.
However, SLS Inc. is not the only
soUdtinabodv. Dr. Steven Ludd. the
SLS Inc. Board's advisor, said.
"Any lawyer can present a package
before the board but we hope they will
consider the SLS recommendations
with priority," he added.
The SLS Inc. Board has been following a time line since October, in order
to figure out when the program will
take effect, Eakin said. Currently, the
SLS Inc. is right on schedule and
expects to have all resumes in by Dec.
31, he added.
The offers are due to the University
by Feb. 1 and the Board of Trustees
will be expected to make a decision at
their Feb. 10 or March 9 meeting,
Eakin said.

next semester's bills are received,
SLS has two more attempts to raise
the money.
"The brochure that will be going
out to students states 'If after four
consecutive semesters the goal is still
out of reach, the money in escrow will
not be refunded but instead will be
turned over to the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations for
distribution among various student
organizations,' "Eakin said.
Even though the SLS board will
have two more semesters to raise the
needed monies, it is the general consensus of everyone interviewed that
the $30,000 will be met this spring.
"We had an 87 percent participation rate last time," Gailier said,
adding that even if only two percent of
the students decide to pay this semester the goal will be met.

GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) - The
Soviet Union recessed its nuclear
strategic-arms talks with the United
States yesterday without setting a
date for resumption.
U.S. officials predicted the Soviets
would return to the bargaining table.
But Moscow's move threatened to
leave the two superpowers with no
major forum for negotiating cutbacks
in nuclear missiles.
In Washington, President Reagan,
while sounding optimistic about an
eventual resumption of the talks, signaled that he may be ready for a
summit meeting with Soviet leader
Yuri Andropov.

The Soviets, in announcing suspension of the negotiations, said deployment of new U.S. medium-range
missiles in Europe bad created a
"change in the overall strategic situation," forcing it to re-examine the

IF THE BOARD accepts the plan at
their February meeting, SLS will

issues in START - the Strategic Arms
Reduction Talks.
On Nov. 23, after the arrival of the
American cruise and Penning II missiles in Western Europe, the Soviets
broke off the medium-range "Euromissile" talks, which bad been carried on parallel to the START
discussions on long-range missiles
and bombers.
Yesterday's meeting had been
scheduled as the final one of the
current round, before beginning a
holiday recess. Ordinarily the sides
would have set a resumption date for
approximately eight weeks from now.
But Soviet Ambassador Viktor Karpov read a statement to chief U.S.
negotiator Edward Rowny, saying the
talks stalled because of the new missiles and the Soviets would not agree
to a new date.
"A change in the overall strategic
situation due to the beginning of the

deployment of new American missiles
in Europe compels the Soviet side to
re-examine all the issues which are
the subject of the discussion at the
talks on the limitation and reduction
of strategic armaments." the Soviet
news agency Tass said later in summarizing the Soviet argument.

Earlier this week. Soviet officials in
Moscow warned that the strategic
arms talks were headed in the same
direction as the medium-range negotiations, which Kremlin leaders have
written off as a "dead letter."
After the 35-minute final session.
Rowny told reporters the United
States regretted the Soviet decision
and "cannot agree with Soviet assertions that developments outside the
scope of these negotiations require
the Soviet Union to withhold
agreement on a resumption date for
the sixth round of START."

unm^KSL^wuii
Accused embezzler has $15,000 after cruise
April 1 before it is active, Eakin
"The Feb. 10 date is a little optimistic," Eakin said. "It would be nice
but it may not be realistic."
However, before the program can
become effective, a base operating
fund of $30,000 has to be raised by SLS
Inc. and currently only 827,000 is in
the fund, Gailier said.
If the $30,000 mark is not met after

•the bottom line
4th grader
wins Vette
in contest

SEAL BEACH, Calif. (AP) - Amy
Barlow will have fun, fun, fun with the
new Corvette she won in a contest, but
it wont be nsw any more by. the time
the 9-year-old can drive it.
"This is as good as a Christmas
present," the fourth-grader says of
the car delivered about a week ago.
She also won $25,000 in the national
Jack-in-the-Box restaurant contest,
and her parents plan to put that away
for college.
Amy says she favors selling the
Corvette, too, and banking that

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Mark
Huffman, the former bank employee
who is charged with taking $409,000
from automatic bank teller machines,
says he has only about $15,000 after a
month's-long sailing cruise through
the Far East.
Huffman is being held in the maximum-security section of the Berrimah Prison in Darwin, Australia,

awaiting extradition proceedings.
Huffman said yesterday in The
Columbus Dispatch that he spent
large sums of money gambling
before he left the United States and
once he reached Australia.
"A lot of it went in one day at the
casinos in Las Vegas, but I also did
some gambling at the casinos here in
Darwin," Huffman said.
Huffman, 25, was charged shortly

money, but her father Jim says he
wouldn't mind keeping it.
"Ill let daddy borrow It," the
youngster said.
Her friends ask for rides, which her
father provides almost daily.
"I feel like a cab driver," Barlow
said yesterday.
Amy's name was picked in a random drawing in October from among
about 900,000 entries nationwide, said
Jack-in-the-Box spokeswoman Kathy
McNeils.
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after the theft from more than two
dozen Bank One automatic teller machines on Dec. 18, 1882. At the time,
Huffman was employed by Bank One
and was assigned to replenish money
supplies in the machines during the
weekend
Huffman was arrested last month
aboard the $100,000 yacht "Sanpoi,"
which authorities say he purchased in

inside
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Page 7
. Page 8

New Zealand.
The Dispatch gave this account of
its interview with Huffman, who will
face 38 counts of embezzlement if
returned to Columbus:
HUFFMAN SAR) a cracked engine
mounting on his boat and the Indonesian military In East Timor inadvertently ended his carefree 11-month
Journey.

weather

• 'Foctline can you hold 'The popular
phone services' most popular operator- Undo Martin, tells what its like to be
asked some tnvot, and not so trivial.
Questions on the job at Foctline. Page
• The ever-artculale Steve Qunn
discusses the Falcon cers upcomng
seres with Western Michigan Page 7

Chonce ot snow flurries today with a
high in the mid-30s Continued cloudy
and cold tonight Low m the high teens
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—editorial—- Leigh's syndrome took their kids
Safety equipment
needed at airport

While the official report on the cause of the two-plane
collision in Madrid, Spain, probably will not be blown
for some time, reports say the lack of ground radar and
signal lights at the Madrid airport contributed to that tragic
crash in the fog.
Ninety-two people died when a DC-9 of Aviaco, the domestic airlines of Spain, crashed into an Iberia Air Lines
Boeing 727 while lost in the fog. The Boeing 727 was traveling
at 100 mph approaching take-off.
A pilot and Aviaco board member said the accident would
not have occurred if the runways had a multicolor light
signal system like most large airports. Instead of lights,
written signs tell pilots about the status of various runways.
Also, visual monitoring of landings and take-offs substitutes
ground radar.
The central administration in Spain seems to be lax in
supplying the country's major aiports with modern radar
systems. In 1977, after a crash in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, a
pilots' union asked that the airports be so equipped. They
were told it would be done within a year, but the airports are
still waiting.
Whether or not proper signalization and radar systems will
be installed is unknown. If they are not, perhaps pilots from
Spanish and outside airlines should boycott those airports
until the systems are provided.
A tragedy should not have to call to mind the need for such
systems as this. Prevention of collisions like this should be in
the minds of air planners in all countries. Antiquated safety
methods cannot take the place of the equipment those
airports need.

Bank presidents don 7
go by 'Billy' or 'Susie'
Like I said earlier, it's really important to find the name you are most
Last week I was sending out some comfortable with. It's also important
Important letters and when I came to to do this while you are still young,
sign my name, I found myself includ- and to stick with the chosen name.
ing my middle initial. It just didn't Chances are, you won't be able to
seem dignified enough to use my first change your mind later. Can you
and last names only. It looked too imagine Art Buchwald deciding to go
plain.
by Arthur now? And while Andy RooIt seems like we all straggle with ney>* mother may still eall him Anour name identification. Itert'i a drew (arid maybe his wife when she's
difficult stage when all kids have to mad at him), I just can't see him any
decide when they're going to stop other way than Just plain Andy. If I
being "Charley" or "Billy" or "Su- ever heard Ms. Walters refer to hersie.' Some never stop. Personally, I self as "Babs," I might never take her
would find it difficult to trust the bank seriously again.
president or local doctor if they went
Some people have first/middle iniby Billy or Susie. It would seem like tial combinations that stand alone
years of education or experience quite well. J.P. Morgan, E.F. Hutton
should at least earn someone the right and e.e. cummings did very well
to be called by the adult version of without going through the trouble of
his/her name.
writing out their whole names.
Some people with really long names
A few people have even achieved
have a hard time all their lives. Do notoriety with their initials alone.
you have enough space to fill in your Everyone knows who FDR, JFK, and
whole name in the little boxes pro- LBJare.
vided on computer test forms? People
Right now, I feel pretty compelled
with double digit names are often to use my middle initial when I'm
forced by the conventions of society to signing an important letter or a
shorten their names.
check. However, I will probably never
Some ethnic last names are difficult write out my middle name comto pronounce and to spell; I've known pletely, unless forced to by law or for
a few Italians who have changed or an important document (e.g., check
shortened their names just so people for the bursar, diploma).
could remember how to look them up
in the phone book. One friend of mine
Now, I'm going to get a lot of
has a capital letter right in the middle teasing for this one, but I'll be honest
of bis very Italian name. I hear him with you. My middle name is Lucille.
pause to spell his name on the phone It Just isn't the kind of name you go
all the time. One good thing about plastering all over the place. People
unusual names: once people get think they're cute and start humming
them, they aren't easily forgotten.
Kenny Rogers tunes or asking me u
JournaUsm students especially I've ever considered dyeing my hair
have a difficult time with name identi- red when they bear that name. My
fication. You might notice, if you read parents happen to have put a lot of
our bylines, that we sometimes can't time and research into my brothers'
decide whether to use our middle and sisters' names. They did a pretty
Initials, complete first name, or a good Job with the seven of us; in the
satisfactory combination thereof. You quest for original names I guess they
have to understand, we lust want to were bound to get a weird one in there
get it right. Reporters for the big somewhere.
papers like The Washington Post and
The New York Times often use their
While I'm a student and fledgling
middle initials in their bylines. Any Journalist, I've decided to insert my
Journalist with aspiration tries out the middle initial only when I'm trying to
middle initial at least once in a while. be really business-like. Someday I
It is really important to decide, might be important enough to use my
early in your career,Just what you middle initial in all correspondence.
want to be known as. We've got a few Perhaps 111 even achieve enough
here at the Newt who are still experi- notoriety to abandon the middle inimenting. Now, I hope he doesn't get tial all together. After all, John Hanmad, bat one friend of mine is facing a cock aWt need one did be?
true dilemma. He cant seem to decide whether he U J.Douglas, or J.D., Monica L. Orosz, as she is known for
or John Douglas. It's difficult, I un- business reasons, is a staff reporter
derstand, buTiTs also kind of funny tor the News and a senior magazine
and I hope he doesn't mind if I Just journalism major from Painesviile,
Olio.
call him Doug while he's deciding.
by Monica L. Qroaz
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by Kathy Eyre

For Larry and Colleen Rickard,
reading a bedtime story and helping
the children say their prayers isn't a
casual routine. Unlike most parents,
they can't assume the loving ritual
will be repeated the next evening.
Sudden death, most often during
sleep, has already claimed the lives of
four of the couple's children during
the past seven years - Sheila died in
June 1976 at 26 months; her twin
sister, Shelley, died five months
later; 1 "^-year-old Allan died in December 1978 and Samantha, 28
months old, died in June 1983.
Now the Rickards fear they may be
deceived by the apparent good health
of their remaining 4%-year-old
daughter and 20-month-old son.
Medical researchers have identified the problem that haunts the family as Leigh's syndrome. Doctors say
the genetic disorder - or perhaps
several types of disorders that mimic
each other - may be claiming more
lives around the nation than previously imagined.
Mrs. Rickard. 27, recently sat In the
living room of their home in this
south-central Nebraska community of
21,000 people and discussed the horror
of not knowing when her next child
might suddenly die.

UAO should be praised
instead of degraded

"They kept telling us it wouldn't
happen again, it wouldn't happen
again," she said, her voice trailing off
as she remembered the doctors'
words of comfort after each death.
She apologized for the tears that
came to her eyes as she pointed out
her children's pictures in a photo
album.
"It's. Just that life goes on, and
Larry and I Just kind of hung onto its
hand and went with it," she said.
Mrs. Rickard, whose 38-year-old
husband works in the assembly and
testing department of a Rockwell
International plant here, said she has
started a Journal to relieve her feelings of fear, anger and guilt. Long
talks with her pastor also have
helped, she added.
When pressed to put something on
the children's death certificates, the
Rickards' doctors originally listed
such things as sudden infant death
syndrome and Reyes syndrome. But
they said they really didn't know why
the children died.
Later, they referred the Rickards to
Dr. Bruce Buehler, head of the genetics department at the University of
Nebraska Medical Center in Omaha.
Using a test developed only a year
ago at Yale, Buehler found that the
children died of Leigh's syndrome, a
even though I was) when job referrals
were processed, I made five trips up
to BGSU this summer to try to get
housing, classes, etc... .and I still
was not able to get all the classes that
I wanted. I even got a $25 parkins
ticket on one of my trips (luckily, I
was able to get it revoked). There was
also plenty of unrest at my house this
past summer because we did not
know who to listen to: BG who said
you can't go or Las Vegas who said we
want you to come anyways. Well it is
pretty easy to see who won out since I
am writing this letter.
In conclusion, the NSE gives the
impression of being a good program. I
think that it is a good program for
some, but if you are an average
student like me It may turn out to
become a real nightmare. So think
carefully if you want to go on this
program, be very careful it may come
back to haunt you like it has me.

little-understood disorder in which the
body is unable to break down lactic
acid into usable sugars, allowing toxic
levels of the acid to build up in the
body.
The syndrome is caused by a genetic defect carried by the Rickards.
When a normal person ingests thiamine, Buehler said, it combines with
enzymes in the liver which change
lactic acid - which can harm the brain
- into sugars that can be used by the
body.

He said most children first snow
signs of the condition, which is nearly
always fatal, between the ages of 1
and 8. Lactic acid is produced in the
body's muscle tissue, Buehler explained, and the child appears healthy
until he grows to the size where he has
sufficient muscle tissue to produce a
fatal level of lactic add.
Buehler said his staff is experimenting with a treatment that appears to have brought improvements
for two patients.

Documented cases of Leigh's syndrome, first identified in the late
1950s, indicate about one in 25,000
children suffer from it, Buehler said.
"But It may be much more common
than that if we could diagnose it," he
said. "Many of these children in the
past have probably died and the doctors Just said they had died for unknown reasons."
Since the affliction seems to kill as
its victims sleep, the Rickard children, Arlene and John, are put on
monitors whenever they sleep. If they
stop breathing or their hearts stop
beating, an alarm will sound.
Buehler said doctors are still trying
to determine how to treat the disorder, which he said may have many
causes but appears in the Rickards'
case to be "a poisoning of the brain."

The treatment involves extremely
high doses of the vitamin B compound
thiamine, with the large amounts
theoretically allowing some of the
thiamine to bind with enzymes in the
liver, in spite of the genetic inhibition.

Columnist's peaceful
morality dangerous
Of course it is easy for Garry Wills,
a syndicated columnist with a probable six-digit Income, to be a liberal. If
we remember on assertion, perhaps a
lot of malarkey can be stifled. When
the United States builds, the Soviet
Union builds, when the United States
doesn't build, the Soviet Union builds.
Keep In mind we aren't talking about
building bridges.
Since Wills Drought up the peaceful
reign of ex-President Carter, let's
discuss the other side of the issue. I
know I felt proud to be an American
during the Iranian crisis, when an
irate maniac from a third world country kicked dirt In our faces and publicly humiliated the United States on a
world stage. Here we are supposedly
one of the two superpowers and we get
"faced" by a country of such a grand
stature. At this point in time, the
world image of the United States
being a paper tiger was full-blown
into a Macys Day Parade float.
Let's review some more peaceful
history. When former President Carter balked on the development and the
deployment of the B-l bomber and the
neutron bomb, indeed our NATO allies were incensed. Do you remember
reading any headlines thanking the
United States for its change of moral
attitude? It's unfortunate that the
world decision-makers aren't dealing
with a world of morality, but a world
of stark reality.
Let's focus on the current controversy of U.S. missiles in Europe, or
was there not a vote by European
governments deciding the fate of missile deployment in Europe?

Mrs. Rickard said she fears that her
two living children will discover they
might die like their brother and sisters, and become preoccupied with
death.
"She doesn't know what's going
on," she said of Arlene. "She knows
that she's on a monitor because it's
easier for Mommy and Daddy to sleep
at night."
Kathy Eyre is an Associated Press
writer.

The likes of Garry Wills are of the
most dangerous type. While hiding
behind a cloak of peacful morality, he
is striving to debase the power of the
United States still further. All the
Garry Wills of the world should earnestly study world history and see
where peaceful, meek countries who
are ill-prepared to fight have gotten
themselves. Certainly when war does
come, It isn't won by the country full
of peace demonstrators, is it?

I am writing this in response to
Scott Carpenter's article in the Dec. 6
issue of the BG News, concerning
UAO and the Steve Landesberg show.
He stated it was the latest UAO fiasco.
UAO worked hard to produce a good
comedian act, and we succeeded!
Michael Eborly
UAO strives to plan quality events for
223 S. Church St.
the college and surrounding community. Many of the UAO members
spent long hours selling tickets, putChildren, men exploited
ting up flyers, and ushering for the
just as women are
concert only to read two days later in
the BG News that the show was chaos.
About the display in the Union
I feel UAO should be commended
lobby, the one set up by the group
instead of degraded because of the
Women
for Women.
Steve Landesberg show. Scott also
The album jackets on display are
Timothy L. Bower*
had no right cutting down Thomas
without doubt a sensationalized and
SOS Clough Street
Misuraca, our director, because the
possibly demeaning form of promo•C-38
show didn't produce a sell-out crowd.
tion. However, this display would
OCMB 6371
UAO advertised in newspapers, radio
have been more convincing if it had
and flyers. The show could not have
shown more then one side of the
been promoted better. Anyone who Gender gap speech
exploitations used in advertising.
can tear apart UAO so easily should accessible to professors
Children and even men are used for
take over our director's Job so he
economic gains but the display in the
could appreciate what a difficult job it
Union dismisses these facts.
is. UAO nuts a lot of hard work and Do boys have life better than girls?
The Women for Women group has a
time behind every activity it plans. Dr. Alice Bamugartner probably
would answer that question with a
tendency to overlook that women are
not the only group that is used, deJennifer Altleri definitive yes. Dr. Baumgartner admeaned, and shown In less than desir202 Betchelder dressed approximately 200 students,
faculty, and staff about role socializaeable situations. The creator of this
tion in our society on November 29,
display and the Women for Women
Student has problems
group has shown only one side of the
1983. She shared with the audience the
of a study conducted in Colocoin, and for the issue of exploitation,
with exchange program results
rado with 3000 school children. Dr.
this is not enough.
You may have recently seen poster Baumgartner asked these students to
James Stahl
on campus advertising the National respond to one question, "If you woke
OCMB 5334
Student Exchange Program in which up tomorrow and discovered you were
you may go to one of many schools a boy (or a girl), how would your life
across the country without paying be different?" It was very interesting
out-of-state fees. This is a pretty good to hear that children understand what
-torumprogram but be careful because if you the experience of being male of feare not, it may turn out to be a male means in our society.
The Lettere column of the News ie you can be reached during regular
The Intent of this letter is to make
nightmare.
your forum for diecueelng lesuea business hours.
A 2.5 average is required when you the University community aware that
Important to you, the (Jnlverelty and
We would also Ilka to print guest
apply to go on the program and when this speech was recorded by Channel
the community. Lively debate* have columne. The issues may deal with
you leave the next fall. I had the 57/WBGU. We would hope that facbeen waged here, ranging from bit- campus lesuea and can be national
average required but I slipped in one ulty, students, and staff would use this
ter wordplay over sexual harrae- or International In scope, but should
course last spring which caused my videotape in their classes or in their
ement to earcaetlc repartee about be made relative to the University
average to fall slightly below this programs to increase the University's
community. Guest columne should
eating habite in dining hall*.
average. As soon as summer arrived I awareness about the role socializaWe Invite yon to write lettere to not exceed 500 words, and must be
was informed that I would not be able tion/gender gap which takes place in
the Newe addressing whatever con- typewritten. Pleaee Include your
to go on the program. The NSE office our society. It was an extremely
cern* you. We want to print your hometown, claw standing (freshtold me that my options were to come thought provoking speech. It is weH
point of view. Lettere should be man, sophomore, graduate student,
to summer school or to wait until wortn considering its use if you are
typewritten or at leaet legibly etc.) and major.
concerned about the images of men
spring semester 1984 to go.
printed, and signed. Limit your letter
The News reserves the right to
In the meantime, the school I was and women in our society.
to 200 words. Because all lettere reject letters or portions of letters
supposed to attend, the University of
must be verified, please Include your we believe to be In bad taste, mallBeverly E. Baker
Nevada, Las Vegas said they would
address and phone number where clous or llbelous.
Brian J. Balrd
waive the requirement of the GPA
BGSU Human Relation. Commission
and they still wanted me to come. The
BG NSE committee refused to let me
attend and told me again what my
options were. I tried to explain my Clear Views
by T. Downing and T. Cleary
problem to them but it all fell on deaf
ears and they refused to see mattersfrom my viewpoint.
We were told (people going on the
exchange) last March to sign up for
RUDOLPH -THAT'D
fall classes (for 1983) in case we
changed our minds about going to the
BETTER BE YOUR
school of our choice, which I did. We
also were to send housing deposits
WATER.
and register for classes at the schools
we were to attend, which I did. During
VOU'RE
DRINKING
S
the last couple of weeks of spring
semester (1983) we were told to
cancel housing and our classes at BG
if we were still going, which I did. We
were also advised to purchase our
airline tickets early in the summer to
anticipate a fare hike, which I did.
«
When I was informed that I couldn't
So I was faced with a real dilemma.
or starters: I had a plane ticket to
cash in, no classes or housing at
BGSU, classes and housing registered
at Las Vegas, my guaranteed student
loan was rejected because I could not
register for classes until Aug. 15 -take
my word classes are hard to get two
weeks before classes start. To continue: I could not get housing in my
fraternity house. In fact I was luckily
able to get an apartment on Aug. 8,1
♦.cirarf
almost did not get my on-campus job
back because I was not registered for
classes (according to the University,
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Operaters will handle 180.000 calls this year

Fact Line answers to faculty, staff, students
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"Fact Line, can you bold please?"
Most likely, this la the phrase University students will hear when they
call Fact Line during the first week of
classes next semester. But that is not
to say the Fact Line operator will not
be able to handle the calls.
According to Gardner McLean, associate director of public relations
and director of Fact Line, the operation will have handled 180,000 calls
from mostly staff, faculty and students this year.
"We get calls from all over including all SO states, plus places like
London and Madrid," McLean said,
adding that many of them come from
alumni or exchange students who
carry the number (1-2445) with them.
Linda Martens, a junior broadcast
Journalism major and an operator for
Fact Line, said the amount of incoming calls depends upon what is going
on at the University at a particular
time.
"Right now, we have been receiving calls about scheduling," Martens
"When we return from break, we
will be swamped with calls pertaining
to new classes," McLean said.
CALLERS NOT only ask for infor-

by Cindy Oeh«k
reporter

Falcon's Nest grease fire extinguished
of Food Services Ken Close.
Close said a defective thermostat
was the cause of the blaze which

There will be fewer candles at St.
Thomas More's fifth annual
Christmas Candlelight Service tomorrow.
happened
at
the
snack
bar.
In previous years, the candlelight
f
'It went wild and heated the grease service was held at the church at 425
up igniting the fire," Close said, add- Tburstin, and each student held a
ing that there were no injuries.
candle. But this year, due to increasing popularity and lack of space, the
Christmas service will be held in the
Grand Ballroom and the only candles
allowed will be those in the alter area.
Because of the move to the Union,
also Monday, Dec. 19 and Tuesday,
"the mood will change a little," FaDec. 20.

Health Center provides measles shots
The students who requested the
measles immunization from the Stu. i |l v
it

\'

v

dent Health Center may get the shots
from 1-4:30 p.m. anytime Dec. 12-16.

ThejQund of

YOU CM STILL
SIGH UP FOR

According to McLean, the Fact
Line staff operators are chosen
through an extensive process. They
were selected from about 200 applicants.
"It is an art to answer a phone,"
McLean said. "The operators nave to
have the personality it takes. This is
one of the most important jobs on
campus in terms of reaching people,
and they (operators) have to nave the
right skills"'
However, Fact Line operators are
not perfect, and sometimes they
stump themselves, as Martens revealed.
"Once in while when there are
callers on both phones, you forget who
asked what question, and it can be a
little confusing."

"But in years before, it was very
hard to turn people away and this
year we wanted to make sure everyone got in. Last year we had to turn
away a couple hundred students," he
said.

According to Blaser, "The candlelight service is popular with University students who want to celebrate
Christmas in a religious way with
their friends before leaving campus
for winter break.
THIS YEAR, the program will begin with Christmas caroling around
campus. At 10:30 p.m. tomorrow,
students can meet at McDonald Quad-

Founders, Rogers or the Union. The
caroling will continue until the doors
of the ballroom open at 11 pjn. and
the service will begin at 11:30 p.m.
Students of all religions may attend
the service which will include the
singing of traditional Christmas music led by the St. Thomas More Folk
Group.
On Sunday, Dec. 18, The United
Christian Fellowship Center, 313
Thurstin, and First United Methodist
Church, 1506 E. Wooster, also will
hold annual Christmas candlelight
services for University students. The
Christian Fellowship service will be
held at 6 p.m. and the United Methodist service will be held at 7:30 p.m.

EXAM SPECIAL
December 11-15
December 18-20

STUDY AND RELAX IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ROOM AT

Steamboat-

Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel
appearing this weekend
10 p.m. - 2 p.m. and

Special Appearance
IBOAT COLORADO
4ffiMB0A
$270 due upon sign-up in
UAQ OFFICE
* IKMBS units, sum,
irmitrtilleH. tut morel
• ftf ertttl 1ST HFIKI

BUT EVEN when students ask difficult questions and Fact Line has
trouble answering them, Martens
said they try to refer them to another
source who would have the information, or obtain the information in case
another caller asks the same question.

"Somebody called Fact Line and
asked for all the verses of Twas the
Night Before Christmas.' So we referred them to the library. Since then,
we have gotten the verses."
Besides having access to "Twas the
Night Before Christmas." Fact Line
is supplied with other information.
Linda Lape, a junior computer science major and student coordinator of
Fact Line, is mostly responsible for
" ig all the current information
on the bulletin board above
the telephones. In addition, Lape is
also one of the 10 operators Fact Line

5th annual candlelight service
will be held in Grand Ballroom

Susan Lehman, junior production operation management major, looks up information in the Fact Line
office for a phone caller.

Yesterday afternoon, a grease fire
in the Falcon's Nest was extinguished
by employees before the fire department arrived, according to Director

mation about classes and schedules,
but various other subjects as well.
"About four weeks before the fall
premiere of 'Dynasty,' I was getting
calls asking what time it was on, what
was going to happen, and other
things," Martens said. "Well, the
night of "Dynasty," I received only
only six calls the whole time I was
working."
Other callers ask "off the wall"
questions, and they try to stump Fact
Line, Martens said. One caller asked
about the order of the colors in pieces
of candy corn.
But McLean would like to discourage callers who believe Fact Line "is
supposed to know everything and who
use the service to settle bets and
answer other trivia questions.
"If you want to stump Fact Line, it
is easy. But we're not here to play that
game. We provide a two-fold function
and that is to serve as a resource for
emergencies and provide information
(for the University community),"
McLean said.

this Sunday 8:30-Close

Rosie and Aarons
Jumpin Jive Band

• waiting
Ust Available

(located across from Harshman Dorm)
$19.95 single/per night $24.95 double/per night
Includes: * Meal coupons redeemable at Sam B's, L & K,
Pisanello's • FREE coffee - 24 hours • Early check-in &
late check out • Advanced registration required
Present valid BGSU ID at check in

Mike plansTor Margarita's gala New Yeari Eve Party
Call for info 352-2587
E. WooMer by 1-75

PFisicrerS- Glctdleax
PRE-CHRISTMAS

SALE
SAVE TO

30% OFF
Men's and Ladies
Better Traditional
clothing & sportswear

-FREE GIFT WRAP W/PURCHASE
OPEN TIL 8:00 MON-FRI

Uta Habfl'a Suieeoa
101 N. M.AIN ST. THE 4 CORNERS DOWNTOWN B.G.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday, 9:00 - 5.00

4 bg nowsfdacombef 9.1963
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Student, community volunteers make The Link work
Editor*! Note: DM to the
confidentiality of The
IJnk'i icrvicei the volunteer'f umn have been
ch—god.
by Rita Ferenec
assistant copy editor
The Link, 525 Pike St.
helped over 500 people last
month who came to them
for assistance. It has a
staff of four people who are
in charge of counselors and
supportive services, but it

is the volunteers who make
The Link work.
"Volunteers are 100 percent responsible for delivery of our direct services.
They deal with a variation
of problems from dealing
with rape and suicide victims to helping people with
basic assistance such as
food and shelter," Holly
Fertel, director of counseling at The Link, said.
All direct services at
The Link are run by volun-

teers. They totally run the
whole show," she added.
Before a person can become a volunteer he must
go through an extensive
training process whicn
takes about three months.
Volunteers do not have to
be college students, she
said. Community residents
and people of all ages can
use services provided as
well as help in the Link's
programs.
,

"1 applied for the volunteer program because I
wanted the experience, but
I wanted something that
wasn't campus oriented. I
wanted something more in
the 'real world,' Mary, a
volunteer counselor from
the fall training session,

lecture. After about the
fourth week we have people in our volunteer program answering the
phones and talking to walkin clients," Fertel explained.
The Link now has about
40 volunteer counselors,
but some will be graduating in December. A new
training session will begin
in January with applications being taken now. but

"•wt

TRAINING program is a very active kind
of process with strong participation. People don't
just sit there and listen to a

applicants must plan on
being in the area during
the summer, she said.
"This is a very good
opportunity for people to
get hands-on experience
along with their studies,
especially now since there
is so much competition out
there for jobs," Fertel
said.
"A good thing about the
training is that it is very

comprehensive and it covers all kinds of situations.
so you're not totally
shocked when an unusual
situation arises," Mary
said. "We do role playing
and work with other counselors so we're prepared
when we're on our own."

older it will keep you young
and oh your toes. Plus it
makes you feel good that
you can help someone else
and feel good about it,"
Paul, a counselor from the
community, said.
VOLUNTEERING at
The Link can help an individual gain personal confidence not only through
their work as a counselor
but through other experiences The Link provides.

Besides helping others,
volunteer counselors also
help themselves. "I don't
know of a better place to
work than this. If you're

Finals week survival kits contain food treats
by Jolene Aubel
reporter

It's like getting a care
package from
" am Mom and
Dad. But this time, you'll

be one of over 3,000 stu- versity students. This andents to receive one.
nual event, sponsored by
With the end of fall se- the Undergraduate Alumni
mester almost here, finals Association, is in its fifth
week survival kits will year.
again be delivered to UniEach kit contains every»***m+**m*m**'>m*di%mnm»M+0i%m»*>'m"m»i

CANDLELIGHT CELEBRATION
OF CHRISTMAS
a liturgy offered by Saint Thomas More
University Parish
Where: Grand Ballroom, Student Union
Wben: December 10,11:30 PM
Doors open at 11:00 PM
Also: Weather permitting, there will
be carolling by candlelight
before the mass at 10:30
Those interested in carolling should meet
at either McDonald Quad N. courtyard entrance;
Harsh man Quad, main Wooster entrance; Founders
main Wooster entrance; Rodgers, main Wooster
entrance; or the front of the Student Union at 10:30.

gram, said.
Parents were encouraged to participate in the
program when they received a brochure from
UAA. Along with their
goodies, students may receive an enclosed message
from their parents.
"It's nice to know that
your parents will take the
time to think about you,"
Miltenberser said.
DORM DELIVERY for
on-campus students will be
Dec. 10.
The kits are put together

thing from fruit to
Twinkies. Area businesses
have also included coupons
for free items. The products vary from year to
year depending on what
items the students like
best.
"The best part of the
whole program is the
smiles that we get from the
students," Lee Ann Miltenberger, director of the pro-

2 1/2*

two assembly lines of
(AA volunteers. "We stuff
E
them and it's off to the

dorms," Miltenberger
said.
Survival kits will not be
delivered to off-campus
students. A card notifying
these students will direct
them to the Alumni Center.
The kits can be picked up
Dec. 13-14.
Media coverage has
brought national attention
to UAA and the University.
"Other universities,
such as Ohio State, have a

similar program, but they
don't have as much success as ours," Miltenberger said. "0SU only
sells about 2,500 out of
about 56,000 students," she
said.
UAA has had problems
with declining orders.
Sales have declined by
about 500 from last year,
according to Miltenberger.
A study has been organized

Don't be
in the
dark about
birth defects.
Call your
local chapter.

$5.00

COPIES I

FOR LARGE 1 ITEM
PIZZA

End of Semester
•Thank You" Sale
8 1/2x11 white paper
with Student I.D.

I

OPEN 7 DAYS

«■>

r-V»->>-fr»-?ni fr\ W*. fo 5*\ Wfror-fr=t-3»*-'

kinko's copies

WORKSHOPS TO
/& REMEMBER!

325 E. WOOSTER
(across from Taco Bell)

$5.00 upon sign up in UAO OFFICE

BAKERY
WORKSHOP

IT'S BUY BACK TIME!
WE PA Y CASH FOR
YOUR USED TEXTS'!
TOP PRICES!!

b
[
[

MON. DEC. 12
JACK'S BAKERY
6:00 p.m.

L

$2,50 upon sign up in UAO OFFICE

Exp.
Dae. 23, 1983

Hungry?

MON-FRI 9-5:30
SAT 9-5

iTAPtwmAiA tgm'"fr«f»N

1450
E. Wooster

Exp.
Doc.23, 1983

CROWD
PLEASERU
20 pcs. Fried Chicken

5 Breast-5 wings-5 thighs-5 legs
!

1# Fries

14 LG. COKES

$9.99

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY • CARRY-OUT ONLY

Exp.
Doc. 23, 1983

LOVERS!!
A Heap of Spaghetti
with Homemade Sauce
French Bread & Butter
LG. COKE $1.99
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY • CARRY-OUT ONLY

I

PM 352 0?e4

CHRISTMAS IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER AND
IF YOU CAN'T THINK OF A GIFT FOR THAT PERSON WHO
Buy THEM ONE OF OUR QIFT COUPONS

In the spring of 1980 the port ot
Monel Harbor wos opened, and
thousands set soil for the United
States They come m search of
the American Dream
One of them found it on the sun
ujashed avenues of Miami
wealth, power, ond passion
beyond his wildest dreams

1/2 Bar BO Chicken
1 /2 # Fries
ALL FOR
! LG. COKE
$3. 49

1450
E. Wooster

1424 E. WOOSTER
353-2252

STAtMVM CINEMA 1*2
HAS EVERYTHING •

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY

HOURS

LookTorThe Gavel

SAT. DEC. 10
OHIO SUITE, UNION
10:30- 1:30 p.m.

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE

Support

m)
March of Dimes
NJ%^ ■auMBiRTH ocricts FouNDAiioNa^aB

ORNAMENT
WORKSHOP

354-3977

WHILE YOU'RE HERE SHOP AROUND!
WE HAVE SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS,
JACKETS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND
A LARGE VARIETY OF CHRISTMAS CARDS
TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR LAST MINUTE
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING.

to pinpoint the problem.
"It's hard to say, but
maybe the novelty has
worn off," Miltenberger
said.
Another reason may be
competition from other
University organizations,
such as all-occasion cakes
from University Food
Service," Wendy Luther,
assistant director for
alumni affairs and adviser
to UAA. said.

He was Tony Montano The world
will remember htm by another name
SCfWftCf

ni PRCINO
SCRRFRCC

DUE TO THE LENGTH OF
THIS MOVIE, THERE WILL BE
A CHANGE IN SHOWTIMES

EVE AT 8:00 ONLY
SAT & SUN MAT 2:00

CAUTION
'Srarfaf»"ia«n
mUnac film both
in lU Mr of
Imfum* end
oVs-cOonof
vioWnc*. WrnmfMt
mature audimt-f*

irWQ]©0
DIRTY HARRY
IS AT IT AGAIN

■■Wfia
AT 7:30 & 9:30
SAT MAT 2:00
SHN MAT 2 & 4:00

THEATRE "%£?
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN

Junes Bond's
all time action high.

ROGER MOORE

PUSSV
AT 7:30 & 9:45
SUN. 2:00 & 4:15

■state/world

Officials cite lack of radar,
lights as factors in collision

Marines raid sniper nest
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)
- U.S. Marines wiped out a
Shiite militia sniper nest
and bunker in a fierce exchange of Ore yesterday,
and the Reagan administration said it was considering plans to move the
Marines out of Beirut airport to safer positions.
The Marines retaliated
when the northeastern perimeter of their base came
under a sustained barrage
of mortars, rocket-propelled grenades and automatic rale fire at 9:26 a.m.
(2:26 ajn. EST).
The shooting came from
a position in the Shiite Moslem stronghold of Hay elSellum, and the bunker
was destroyed with 60mm
mortars, M-60 tank guns
and Dragon missiles,
spokesman Ma]. Dennis
Brooks said.
The Marines also shelled

a building that had been
used by Shiite snipers to
fire at leatherneck positions some 150 yards away.
Brooks said the Marines
suffered no casualties in
the battle, which ended at
10:40 a.m. (3:40 a.m.
EST), but the Marines remained in foxholes and
bunkers on their highest
state of alert.
HAY EL-SELLUM is a
stronghold of Amal, the
dominant Shiite militia.
Shiite fanatics were suspected of masterminding
the suicide truck bombing
that killed 240 American
troops at the Marine base
Oct. 23.
The Druse control the
hills above the airport, and
Druse gunners were responsible for an attack that
killed eight Marines Sunday.
Because of the attacks,

the Reagan administration
is considering plans to
move the Marines away
from the airport to more
sheltered positions,
spokesman Larry Speakes
said in Washington yesterday.
Speakes declined to give
details, but said no consideration is being given to
withdrawing the Marines
from Lebanon.
Tbe New York Times
said the plans include redeploying the Marines U positions south of the airport
or to amphibious ships offshore, and that they came
in response to domestic
and foreign pressure.
Observers in Beirut said
moving the Marines south
of the airport would still
St them in range of Druse
tteries, but they would
be more protected than at
the airport. They said putting the Marines aboard

BEREA, Ohio (AP) Baldwin-Wallace College
officials say that as tough
economic times force
many adults into career
changes, the older student
needs financial aid just as
much as do students fresh
out of high school.
"Typically, our continuing education students are
married with children, and
they have some income
and an established cost of
living," college President
Neal Malicky, said. "Because the federal definition
of need frequently precludes these students from
receiving assistance, it often is impossible for them
to secure funds to go back
to school."

ships, while protecting
them, might tend to eclipse
the U.S. peacekeeping
presence in Lebanon.
IN ROME, Italian newspapers said Prime Minister Bettino Craxi's
government wanted to
gradually reduce its 2,100man contingent in the multinational peacekeeping
force in Lebanon.
UJS. involvement rose
sharply Sunday with an air
strike on Syrian-controlled
positions in the central
mountains. The Syrians
downed two U.S. jets,
killed one airman and captured another.
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato
said in New York yesterday that the captured airman, Navy Lt. Robert
Goodman, will be allowed
to meet with representatives of the International
Red Cross.

Baldwin-Wallace officials have developed what
may be one of the first loan
programs for undergraduate adults in tbe country.
Beginning next fall, the
loans will help cover tuition and fees at the fouryear private school.
The loans were financed
by a $30,000 grant from the
George Gund Foundation
and were matched with
$90,000 from contributions
by college alumni and
friends.

Yesterday, government
officials joined about 500
people at a funeral mass
for the victims at Barajas
airport.

•
•
•
•

The program will offer
full- or part-time students
annual loans of as much as
$2,500. Loans will be interest-free while the student
attends school.

The field later reopened
to traffic, but passengers
on outbound Iberia flights

APRIL 28

MCAT

Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

For a good place to live stop
out today

For Information About Other Permanent Centers
In More Than 120 Maior US Cities 4 Abroad

Evening by
Appointment §

536-3701
3550 SECOR RD
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OHIO

Outside NY Slate
CALL TOU FREE 100 223 1712
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TRADE IN YOUR
USED BOOKS FOR
fy
$$ CASH $$
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■COUPON ••
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i$2 °OFF!
" THIS COUPON GOOD FO« »2.50 OFF PNY
16" PIZZA WITH TWO Q« mORE ITEITIS
Vo«»d l*M Pino to •-C.
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Alejandro Barrio, a
member of the union of
Spanish Aviation Pilots,
also said lack of proper
signals was a determining
factor.

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

178 S. Main 354-1885 Expires D«c. 17

(

PETER KENNEDY, a
British Civil Aviation Authority spokesman, told reporters in London, "A
higher standard of fog
safety equipment would
have helped prevent the
accident.

"Had the (Madrid) runway been equipped with
warning lights and the pilot of taxiing plane seen
them, his plane might not
have crossed into the active runway."

THERE'S STILL
TIME TO PREPARE

most Utilities paid
no heat bills
free Cable T.V.
we shovel the snow

50 GAL. AQ
39.93

20 GALLON AQUARIUM
only 8.30 WITH HOOD PURCHASE
16.95
HOODS (with Lights) VARY FROM
to
26.95
DAVY JONES LOCKER PET SHOP

0

"We're not just starting
to criticize these conditions
now. We've been complaining about them for a

Jose Antonio Silva, a pilot and member of the Aviaco board, said the
collision might not have
occurred if the runways
had a signal system of multicolor lights, like many
large airports.

"Surface radar could
have warned controllers in
the tower that the planes
were on a collision
course," he said.

PUT A LITTLE "JINGLE" IN YOUR
POCKET FOR THE HOLIDAYS-

10 VIAR UAK Warranty

U

Meanwhile, the president of the Spanish Air
Traffic Controllers' Association, Mariano Hernandez, said the runway signal
lights at the airport were
not sufficient for conditions of heavy fog.

long time," he told reporters.

available January 1st.

Trr.TvrrrTar.tr-'rrvrrj;'

£

did not receive their usual
Spanish newspapers. Iberia said it wanted to avoid
upsetting travelers with
stories and photos of the
collision.

We have One and Two Bedroom
furnished and unfurnished Apts.

400 Napoleon Rd.

IPS}

MADRID, Spain (API Union and airline officials
yesterday cited lack of
ground radar and multicolor warning lights as major
factors in the fiery collision of two jetliners at Madrid airport that left more
than 90 dead.
All 42 people aboard an
Aviaco DC-9 were killed
and SO more aboard an
Iberia Air Lines Boeing 727
perished in the collision at
the fog-bound airport
Wednesday. A 93rd person,
a stewardess, was missing
and presumed dead.

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Moving off campus?

Berea aids adults
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Dec. 12-21, Monday through Wednesday

s

WHOLESALER ALSO BUYING "DROPS"

BASH MPROCKS

1

HlZxO
Ph. 352-5166
Op«i4P.m.
203 North (Hair,
| On* Coupon Pf Pizza - Good Thru u/»i/u I
^■■-■■■COUPONi" ■■■■■«■*

128 W. WOOSTER

*

DIRECTOR
AT
LARGE
TODAY at 5 p.m.
UAO OFFICE

.misl tin it l$rt 1 twfi ttmtsfr H UU
'Uhinuiimci
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"where you always get more
for your money"

NOW ACCEPTING

APPLICATIONS

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

BUY 1

GET

1 FREE I

354-3939
• eat in, carry out • delivery

• one coupon per customer
• coupon must accompany order
• your choice of any menu item
• good thru 12-16

£

8:00-5:00 Monday-Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday
I.D.'s Are A Must

§

I
SbMhripjjckt-hjppyho^^

$ Hours:

HAVE A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

I
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Reagan wants disciplined schools not 'drug dens'
teachers, school administrators, politicians, parents, and teachers' union
representatives, called for
stricter classroom discipline and unveiled a program of presidential
academic awards.
He told the group he had
ordered Justice and Education departments "to
find ways we can help teachers and administrators
enforce discipline."
On the flight from Wash-

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) President Reagan declared yesterday that
America's schools must be
"temples of learning and
not drug dens," and said he
ordered the Justice and
Education departments to
find ways of helping
schools "enforce discipline."
The president, in a
speech delivered before an
education summit of 2,300

ington, White House
spokesman Larry Speakes,
discussing Reagan s order
to the Justice Department,
said the department was
looking for ways in which
school principals can work
with law enforcement officers to improve community support for school
discipline.
He said Reagan's interest in stricter discipline did
not necessarily mean sup-

port for physical punishment.
REAGAN RODE by motorcade to the National Forum on Excellence in
Education after arriving
here by plane. Side streets
along his motorcade route
were blocked with snowplows, dumptrucks and
buses, reflecting the tightened security around the
president in recent weeks.
Criticizing suggestions
that more money was

needed to improve the nation's schools, Reagan said
total money for schools
was up almost 7 percent
over the previous year.
This increase stems from
greater state and local
spending, rather than a
ater federal contribu-

Speakes told reporters
that while significant increases in the education
budget were not anticipated, there was no decision about cutbacks. The
New York Times, quoting
Education Department officials, reported that the
president's next education
budget would be between
the $15.2 billion approved
by Congress this year and
the $13.5 billion the administration had projected for

"If money alone were
the answer, the problem
would have been shrinking, not growing," the
president said.

this year.
EDUCATION Secretary
T.H. Bell has acknowledged, however, that more
money is needed to meet
the recommendations
made by a presidential
commission on education
last spring. That panel decried "a rising tide of mediocrity" in the nation's
schools.
"America's schools
don't need vast new sums

of money as much as they
need a few fundamental
reforms," Reagan said.
"First, we need to restore good, old-fashioned
discipline," he said. "In
too many schools across
the land, teachers can't
teach because they lack
the authority to make students take tests and hand
in homework. Some don't
even have the authority to
quiet down their class.

Don't be fooled by holiday-time C.O.D. scams
AKRON, Ohio (AP) -Akron and Youngstown have
been targeted lately for a
cash-cm-delivery scam that
previously was aimed at
Cleveland and Toledo,
postal inspectors say.
Herb Acord filed one of
about 1,000 complaints
about such scams in northem Ohio in a recent fourmonth period.
Acord, who runs a oneman television repair busi-

ness, orders all of his parts
by mail. So, when a mail
carrier showed up recently
at his home witn a small
C.O.D. package from California, his 85-year-old
mother accepted the package and paid the $39.50.
Unfortunately, instead
of television parts, the
package contained two ball
point pens and a key chain
Acord never ordered.
"I didn't even have to
open it to know it was a rip-

off," Acord said.
Postal authorities say
the way to avoid such a
loss is to refuse to pay the
C.O.D. charge. Once It's
paid, the post office cannot
return the money and the
consumer often is left with
worthless trinkets.
SOMETIMES, solicitors
working from telephone
books contact people to tell
them they have won a
prize, and that they need

land postal inspector, said
Akron and Youngstown
seem to have been targeted lately for such
scams. Last month, it was
Cleveland and before that,
Toledo. "It just depends
what phone book they're
working from," he said.

only to pay shipping
charges.
Holiday time, when giftbuying from catalogs and
C.O.D. business increases,
is a favorite time for such
operations, officials said.
The initial contact may
be made by phone, with a
mail contact following, or,
as in Acord's case, the only
contact is a package at the
doorstep, officials said.

Authorities are not optimistic that such operations
can be stopped, but they
say a law that will take
effect in January might

Michael Sitter, a Cleve-

American

help.
The law lets the postal
service levy a maximum
$10,000 dailv fine against
companies mat cheat customers through C.O.D.
scams.
CURRENTLY, no penalties are available under
the most common prosecution method, a false representation order filed
with a judicial officer of
the post office. Under that

Heart Association

Any Purchase of $25.00 or more

ana loved onei a Special
special

See our • Running Shoes
• Sweats • Running Gear
• Racquetball Equip • T-shirts
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IF HOLIDAY GREETING,?!

Falcon House

in a

CHRISTMAS WREATH

'Shop the Falcon House for the active people on your Christmas list!"
140 E. Wooster Across from Sub-MeQuick
352-3610
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FOR THE DINNERTIME BLUES.
Noble Roman's is a delicious choice for din
net anytime And our choices will
delight the whole family
We have three kinds ol pizza
for three kinds of fun.There's
a favorite for everybody.
Deep-Dish Sicilian,
Hand Tossed Round
and The Monster'
. . . aH our pizzas
are made fresh '
from scratch with
only the finest
ingredients.
To go along
with your
dinner pizza, try
Noble Roman's
'Creale-Your
Own''' Salad Bar
Makeabed
of crisp, green
lettuce and
pile on the

.
J^

farm-fresh vegetables to your heart's content.
»
Get a side order of Breadslicks with
Spicy Cheese Dip, too. It's a great
way to round out a delicious,
nutricious evening meal.
Of course dinner at Noble
Roman's isn't complete
without your favorite
ice-cold soft drinks,
beer or wine, we've
got it all for kids
and grownups
alike.
Not time,
choose Noble
Roman's for a
dinner out the
whole family
wiD enjoy
You're gonna
like it when you
Smile and Say
Dinner!

Far Fret Cttt
Evening DtUoery
or Carry-Out
Call 3S4-393S

8

300 E. WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN
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516 E. Merry Ave.
Field Manor Apts.
Ridge Manor Apts.
Frazee Ave. Apts.
Green Briar North

Many others Featuring:
1, 2, or 3 Bedroom apts., Efficencies, Whole houses

WEVE GOT THE PIZZA

■ II

352-0717

Call us or Stop By
Green Briar, Inc. 224 E. Wooster
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ALPHA
PHI
proudly announces their new
officers for 1984
President
Vice President
Run Gnwfatsan

- Alicia Ckadwell
- Susan Schmidt
- Sum Mates
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Treasurer
Panhel Rtfitstnttth/i
Administrative Asst.
Ractrdinf See.
Chapter Prtmotion
Seckl Chtitftrsen
Activities Chtirparsan

-Jenny Bit in
- Jennifer Walters
-Kim James
- Karen Gine
- Jamie Natkansen
- Sara HUfinaer
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-StwyMetck
- Jayne Wennemacker
~ Bath DeiMaramt
-MckaHaVaw
- Mary Hewe
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Hause Manager
Alumni
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The victims also can
seek criminal charges that
could bring penalties, but
such charges are rarely
lodged because fraudulent
intent is difficult to Drove.
Some of the companies

are very successful, grossing $1 million a month.
Although the postal service
has put 140 of them out of
business so far this year,
they seem to pop up as fast
as others are extinguished.
"They go right back into
business across the street
with an associate fronting
for them," Sitter said
"They're a

real

P"*-™-"

) Teacher test?

$5.00 OFF

W'f«* y""r friends

method, companies can
agree to stop or volunteer
to refund the victims'
money, but there are no
sanctions if they don't.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
Ohio education officials
are considering a threepronged effort to improve
the competency of new teachers.
"What we're basically
looking at is the competency testing of new teachers who want to be
certified in Ohio," Paul
Hailey, director of teacher
education and certification
for the Ohio Department of
Education, said during a
conference on teacher
competency this week at
Ohio State University.
The program would include:
• A basic skills test in math
and English to gain entrance to any of the 48
colleges in Ohio. That test
would be in addition to the
beefed-up entrance requirements already being
established at most fouryear colleges.
• Maintaining a 3.0
grade average in college or
passing periodic, special
exams for students with
less than a 3.0 average to
ensure students have mas-

tered their studies. Most
Ohio colleges require a 2.3
grade average with 4.0 being top scale.
• Passing a standardized
competency test after finishing college and before
being certified to teach by
the state Department of
Education. Although that
test would be administered
by the college the student
attended, it would be a
standardized test apEroved by the state educaon department.
A TIMETABLE for enacting such measures has
not been set, Hailey told
about SO educators. The
conference, which ended
Wednesday, was co-sponsored by OSU's College of
Education and OSU's
School Study Council of
Ohio.
State School Superintendent Franklin Walter is
trying to decide whether
the competency testing
should be required by act
of the Legislature or
through mandate by the
Ohio Board of Education,
Hailey said.

Columbia lands
EDWARDS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. (AP) - Six
astronauts overcame a
failed computer and a broken navigation instrument
to land the space shuttle
Columbia safely yesterday, bringing to Earth a
cargo of science treasures
gathered in a record 10-day
shuttle voyage.
The pinpoint landing on
a dry lake bed runway
came at 3:47 p.m. Pacific
Standard Time - nearly
eight hours later than
NASA had planned.
Weather for the ninth
shuttle landing was ideal,
with light winds and only a
few scattered clouds.

For the first time, the
shuttle approached its
landing from the northwest. The glide path carried it over the Aleutian
Islands of Alaska, across
the U.S. coastline 80 miles
north of San Francisco,
directly over Fresno, then
20 miles east of
Bakersfield and on into
Edwards.
The touchdown ended a
mission that began Nov. 28
with a launch from the
Kennedy Space Center in
Florida as Columbia, returning to the sky for the
first time in a year, carried
aloft the $1 billion, European-built Spacelab in its
bay

(Across horn Taco Bet)
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p.m. FREE!

sportsMLB meeting we'll never hear
Five days ago the baseball
meetings got under way, and while a
few trades have already been made, I
have a feeling there is a lot of
negotiating that most people will
never know took place.
I was not allowed to make the trip to
Nashville and attend the meetings
like most of the media. I kept calling
to see if my reservation had gone
through, but the Major League
officials kept saying "Steve Who?"
So I decided to do the next best
thing. I used one of my many
anonymous sources to keep me up to
date on some of the negotiations.
My faithful source happened to
stumble on a convex-station between
Gabe Paul, president of the Cleveland
Indians, and George Stienbrener,
owner of the New York Yankees and
former boss of Paul when he was
president of the Yankees.
Here is what he heard.
George: Hello Gabe, how are things
going in the city that is least likely to
be visited by the president?
Gabe: Not bad, George. How's your
revolving door?
George: What revolving door?
Gabe: The one that your managers
use to enter at the beginning of every
season and exit at the end of every
season.
George: By the way Gabe, how
about the five bucks you owe me?
Gabe: Since when do I owe you
money?
George: Since the Indians finished
last just as I said they would,
remember?
Gabe: Alright, here, but it's going
to take a lot more than that to pay
off that multi-million dollar team of

yours which still can't win a World
Series without Reggie Jackson.
Enough of this Insulting, let's start
talking trade.
George: Face it, Gabe you haven't
made a decent trade since you worked
for me. I bet if I had a dollar for every
bad trade you made, I could buy
Reggie back and win the World Series
andstill have enough left over to put
bis name back on the candy bar.
Gabe: And if I had a dollar for
every friend you made in baseball,
I couldn't buy a beer at happy hours
prices.

sideline
Steve Quinn
spats reporter
George: If I did give you the dollar
to buy any kind of beer, I would end up
carrying you home like I did the last
time we won the series.
Gabe: You know that isn't fair. You
said you were doing it for one of those
beer commercials you and Billy were
on before you hired him for the second
time. . . or was that the third time, I
can't remember.
George: That reminds me, Gabe,
instead of firing Billy this time, I
decided to trade him. Who do you
have to offer that is going to be good if
he doesn't play for the Tribe.
Gabe: I'll tell you George, I
wouldn't mind having Billy on my
team, but we just installed new water
tanks and furniture in our offices, and

r

sports/cap

i
HOCKEY - at home
Western Michigan
C lay and Saturday 7i 30
p.m. atf
tthe Ice Arena).

GYMNASTICS - at Illinois with Illinois State and
South East Missouri State
(Saturday at 1:30 p.m.).

MEN'S BASKETBALL at Akron (Saturday at 7:30

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
— at home against Dayton
(Saturday at 4:30 p.m.).

pjn.).

we just can't afford to replace those
things every time Billy decides to get
ejected.
George: You know Billy. Always
kidding.
Gabe: What we're really looking for
is an outfielder. . .
George: And a bullpen, and a
catcher who can hit, and a pitcher
who can win 20 games, and someone
who can hit home runs besides Andre
Thornton, and. . .
Gabe: Alright I get the point, but I
understand you can use a little help
defending yourself against those
vicious elevators in Los Angeles.
George: Gabe we've been friends
for a long time. . .
Gabe: No George, we've known
each other for a long time.
George: Right. If you take Billy off
my hands, 111 give that year's supply
of Grecian Formula you've been
wanting for the last nine years.
Gabe: 111 take Billy off your hands
on one condition. You give me back
my five dollars and make it double or
nothing for next year. I need cab fare
back to the hotel.
George: What a sucker. It's a deal.
Billy or no Billy, Cleveland is not
going to finish any higher than last
place next season.
Gabe: Thanks for the five back.
You see, I know Cleveland won't finish
in last. We're playing New York five
more games than we did last year.
Cleveland might or might not finish
in last, but one thing is certain; the
Tribe will never get any good players
from George. His players cost too
much, and Cleveland has a history of
bad credit.
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Falcon icers host WMCI
weekend series he scored three
goals and seven assists, giving him
total of 35 points (16 goals and 19
assists) for the season.

by Steve Quinn
sports reportef

There is Just one point separating top-ranked Bowling Green and
number two Minnesota.
And a sweep for the Falcon icers
in this weekend's series against
Western Michigan at BG's Ice
Arena could keep them right on top
of the list. BG currently holds the
number one spot in the WMPL
Radio-Coaches Poll, and In the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association.
The top spots were earned last
weekend when the Falcons took
two games from previously topranked, and CCHA leader, Ohio
State 4-2 and 84.
It was defense that shut down the
potent Buckeye offense, but the
defense will not receive a break as
they will have to face another top
CCHA scorer in WMU's Dan Dorion.
DORION WAS named CCHA
Player of the Week for the past two
weeks, most recently against the
Flames of Illinois-Chicago. In that

"He is one of the top forwards in
the conference," BG head coach
Jerry York said. "He is quick and a
good goal scorer. He is definitely a
key to their offense."
The Falcons have the experienced players that have been in
similar positions, like CCHA
leader, and it might take a little
more than Dorion to pull them out
of first place.
However, there are a few skaters
that have not shared the success in
the past. They are Iain Duncan and
ToddFlichel.
BOTH DUNCAN and Flichel
have seen plenty of action on the
ice as freshmen and have contributed to the Falcons' current longest
winning streak in Division I liockey
at 12 games.
••It's great being here," Flichel
said. "You can really learn from
these guys. (Garry) Galley and
Beave (Dave EUet) have been
drafted and Wayne (Wilson) and

United Vtey

214 Napoleon Road

People Helping People

I

IpARGE PIZZA

352-1195

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

EAST
440 E. Court
352-1596

. .

Bowling Green, OH

•all utilities included «gas heat "laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game
room •swimming pool •sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

$300-furnished $280-unfumished
plus lights
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

FREE QUART OF
COKE WITH ANY

I <*iih thi, coUlwl)

The Falcon mentor will be without the services of what he considers his most dominant forward,
Perry Braun, as the Senior separated his shoulder against the
Buckeyes last Saturday.
"I want to try to keep myself in
shape. I want to be able to help the
team when I am ready," Braun
said.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

"TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU"

I

"I'm still learning," Duncan
said. "You're always learning. I've
got better since I came here and I
think the coaches think I have
gotten better.
York has shown confidence in
both Flichel and Duncan by giving
them the ice time they need to
learn the system, something he
said he would do at the beginning of
the season.

Meadowview Court
Apartments

PAGLIAI'S PIZZA

■SOUTH
5945 S. Main
|352-7571

Mike (Pikul) are seniors who know
the system real well. I have nothing to complain about."
Duncan said he came here because of the fine team BG has had
in the past and he feels good being
here.

$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included separate bedroom
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease.

_ Expires 12/31/83 I

STUDENTBOOK
EXCHANGE
THE BOOK BUY BACK HAS
STARTED AT SBX!!
NOW PAYING TOP PRI$E$ FOR USED TEXTSlI
TOP WHOLESALE PRICES FOR BOOKS NO LONGER USED AT B.G.S.U
• WE STILL HAVE A LARGE QUANTITY OF T-SHIRTS,
SWEATSHIRTS, & JACKETS TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR
CHRISTMAS NEEDS! MANY ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM! *

iSTUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
STORE HOURS
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.

9 9-5:30
10 9-5
12-16 9-5:30
17 9-5

yiSED
HRS'
SUN. DEC. 18 1-5
DEC. 19-21 9-7

mm
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i
i
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classifieds'
W » «•* par h». |1 .M mar-mwi. ttXO TYP€ 50* ..In p*M M
ApproaltaMly 26 to 30 apacaa par Ira
CAMHMfCrTT EVENTS aonp* tor nonprofit. puoK aarvtca adMaa* wal Da naartad
ONCC tor fr*jt and M ragutor MMM tftaraaHar
Daadkw tor al taanga « 2 days batort pubKaaan al 4 00 p.m Fnday at 4 00 p m «
dMrJna tor ma Tuaaday arJaon
CtoaiPail tonaa ara ■ aaaCti al ma M Nam olftoa. 10f IMfvaraHf Hall

Tomorrow's the day you've bean
fcruoouaty emMng (or and when ratal
ime roes around wet be BURNINC
DOWN THE HOUSE!'

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

PROFESSIONAL TYPBrO.
874-1486
Perryeburg

AMA STudwiVFaaAy Omlmae
Patty Hippy Hmn w« t» Frtd*.
Dae Mh from 4 00pm ■ 7 00 a) Ma*t
S»raa)« Bow and mntm* provioMI
*J wajwitXfi walcofna

Enpart Typing
naaaonaMo Ralea
Cal 352-7305 after 5 30pm
Rutna's Searing and AXaraaOna
Letters and ragnaa on lackan and
sweaters Al garments moat be
dean. 362-7268

BJCHR* TOUMCMENT
Friday, Dec •
RegaWaBon 7:30 Dm
Tontogany Legion Hal
f>)or l>U»-rtotioehmona
CHRISTMAS MESSAGE

n I 10 NEWS
Wreath-Bed * Green Ink

AeM Ma to yow organlxelloneparty't cal SOONO WAVE mobaa
sound systems Top 40. rock, country, slow Cal 352 5067 lor vary
reasonable pncaig
Parted tor the holdaye.
Needatypar?
Cal 352-4017

December 14th Edition
Hasry estates* aaai>ellll»lalll
THE SUPER EVEMt Of
THE NEW YEAR
WWHOAHCt'I*
TIM Watld Student AMOC
■ wdandhiu an invitation to "A One
night Sana a Europe'' tonight. Dae
», 1983 trom 8-11
FREE » OPEN 10 ALL

LOST AND FOUND
LOST. Man's gold ring wa doecrfoe
Cal 352-5786
REWARD'
FOUND RED GLOVES IN BA BLOO
ON MOW CALL 2 6585

352-3I3B (94))
The Loft Construction Company
provides Iree assembly
snd Hra proofing

Word procaaarng lor research
papers, daaartabona. ate
PRATT WORD PROCESS»*3 (PWP|
■War 5 30 352-2836
TUCKER TYPING
6th Year ol Service
Nancy 352-0809

Found Camera Mon Cal to identity
2-0087. aa* tor W.

RIDES
OOTT FORGET YOUR SPECIAL
FRSENOS THIS CHRISTMASI Sand
them a Chrlatmas Wreath Massage
a the Wed., Dec 14 edition of The
80 News Hurry limited number
entile. Oat yours today! 108 unlaerattyHa*
Ride evaaabto to Fartanka. Alaska
Musi heap wan gaa and drMng Cal
(4191669-3682
RUa needed to Columbus alternation* Airport on Wad., Dee. 21.
Must be there to catch an 11:00pm
Will be happy to help algae.
contact Dana, UM119.
Need roe back horn Orlando area
■far Chriabraa $$ and gaa Jon
352-0941

SUPPORT
STUDENT LEQAL SERVICES
■'Students have s
right to succeed "

THOSE

RUG

OUESS WHO?

OtOOOLUCKI

NOW HERE TMSII
Finals ara coming up soon ao why
not cheer your favorite parson up
wHh a carnation ($1.00) and/or a
tlnals button ISO'). Both will be on
•ale In the Union Foyer, Monday
thru Wadneadey. 9.30-4 10. Sponsored by the Kappa Sigma Starduetera.

Edda. Fron. and the real ol the Rag
Room. Wa aaa you' And wa Bank you
should al grow up
Lur. The Romper Room
tMOMA CHI X-aUl DATE PARTY
Est*Y/wel eoytawy (« can be either,
remember?) I'm glad wa mat Guess
you know Yam's party a tor couples
too If only It ware me -Ma- P.S.
Remember that paper you re reedaig
Fablah »Itwwoman:
•Wasn't it you who sard thai nothing
good a gong to tost forever? Waan't
it you that sard sot bo gad lor the
lanes together?" War, you?

Big aUket I'm ao glad to hare you aa
ray btgt N reeBy means a lot to ma!
Lara ye atal ur omny

Bob It
Good leek with your nose this
weekend It's amazing what irtey
can do thaaa daya atth them. Remember to look before you leap
nan urns - N aaa a tongtall. Oat
back to your lama old you soon. Wa
think the world ol ra.
RobJaBko, John. MB, Joe, Ski

Five. four, three, two, one...
HAPPY NEW YEAR"'
ITS NEVER TOO EARLY FOR A
WILD PARTY"' TKE 5TH ANNUAL
NEW YEARS EVE PARTY
SATURDAY. DEC 10, 1983
OWY - Far being "The guy that
you are ' I'm ao gtod your rnkse.
let' s hare a great Christmas braakl

JMB
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JO JO
Dec 10 a your big day. ao Ire Hup
Finely 211!
E«N

CHI—Os, GET PSYCHED FOR A
WILD TEA TONICHT LOVE. THESIGMA CMS.

ADPi Baaoon-A Grams
On Seta Dae 6-9
tor SO- In LWvarsrty Hal.
AJan. Mora than lust a weekend?
What ara we gong to do the whoa
time? (I'm sure we'l think ol someBang - BOW WOWi| But seriously I'm
so gad you're hare Al my love, your
•rtaSK
PS 111 wan It would lava bean
ua'M

AmyHoweH,
CONGRATULATIONS1 I know you're
gonna make a great "BIG vice-president I'm ao proud ot you. Phi Mu
Love « Mine, Your Little
Andy
Tomorrows the night. It's almost
hare. We'l have some tun arid drmk
some bear We'l dance al night and
have a bast but the Gamma Phi lormal
ml and too last And whan it's over It
w» just be a atari lor you've once
agam found a ntace a my heart. Love.
Lort

Angle.

SERVICES OFFERED

BANANA ■.
WHAT ABOUT
•URNS'

CATHY ZmaRONE
No more drntng around the Doyles
town statue?' Wa sura are gonna
mas you . Good kick at KSU' Love
and Slobbery Kisses. Coma and
Laura

PERSONALS

LOU gold double chain bracelet Re
sard Cal 372-1375

ATTENTION ROOGERS 3rd SOUTH
...ANO SALLY TOOIII
EVERYONE HAVE A WONDERFUL
HOLIDAY!
LOVE, MEG

BEAR
HAPPY 21STB—OAY'
I LOVE YOU'
BUNNY

Custom LOFTS Built
For Intoi matron 8 to order

LOST OPAL Rt*3 ei Memoral Hal
naaHofjm Sentrnontol value 3723182

Doug-How can I ever Bank you tor
lha tantasKc ume Sal weekend? From
Braut Ham Happy Hours (the hard
com PI Alohas ara. but Fife and too
early), to lormal a Sandueky (Smothere broa on SNL). Cedar Point
Ceuaaway (Its got front wheel drrve.
I can gat out of the take) to eeetog
me sights ol Fremont. Ohio (Jama's a
real man, he got the gaa cap off) It
waa al too much fun. Them ao much,
wel have to do II again soon' Love,
Ro_
DO YOU WHAT TO OET INVOLVED? JOIN STUDENT COURT.
PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN 405
STUDENT SERVICES. APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY
DEC. 20 SKIN UP FOR YOUR INTERVIEW TIME THEN!

Attention -PI Kapp"
AaaocaMa Membara!

Thanks tor being such a good
Mend. May ill ol your days be filled
artlh happiness a Scott. Love Always, your roommate Laaaa.

AN INTENSE NIGHI
Of PARTYING
YOU'LL NEVER FORGET!
5TH ANNUAL TKE
NEWS YEARS EVE PARTY
SATURDAY. DEC. 10, 1983

ANNETTE AGEE
Congratutationa lor being named Outstanding Swimmer m last Friday's
meet You're a great me! Cta O love
and map. Jonrae
Ann
Thanks lor always being such a
wonderful friend Have a great week
and and be prepared for some surpnaea Happy 21st B-day two days
early
Love. Fatah
ATTENTION ALL BOSU STUDENTS
Great X-Uaa grits that ml make your
parents proud Give them a BOSU
MOM I BOSU DAD awaatshats lor
only i 12 ea or 2 tor $22 On sate in
the BA Buirjng Thuts « Frl (10-41
Attention Graduate Students
Come celebrate the hoadays a) the
MBA - GSS Hoaday Party on Friday.
Dae. 9. 8 Ml rrarjnrght Kaufmans
Downtown $2 50 somaaron. hora
doeuvre and annks nduded
Attention MAUREEEEN! Be there'
Data May 84
Pace Top ol Work) Trade Canter
Purpose Scope out LEON SPINKS
FROM Draco DEEEMONS trom Studk>54"

Halo. Laa Sogal » tare!
Musi we be expect! about things
when we UaV(lch) Seriously, you aa
a super rooma and tone of fun! Wel
mas you and we love you Good kick
MNM!
Your KDRoomaa

Congratularona to the Lambda CIS
brother ol Ha week DOUG KOTH
Afob wel dona!
Data Detgedo,
Yes. ana alcoholics gat to be
active. Good luck on Saturday.
Soon you wIN be active.
Pate.
P.S. Stay off lha XO'a.

Heao WaksHood. Toddler. Brent
wood. Fran Hoory hoot don't be
ckatoaa about Brass - NO Way-Mich
HEY ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA TOO
MUCH STUDYING GOT YOU
DOWN? WELL, COME AND JOIN
YOUR FELLOW MEMBERS FOR A
STUDY BREAK WE'LL BE IN 106
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FROM
8 15 TO 10 15 ON FRIDAY, DEC
16 HOT CHOCOLATE AND DONUTS WILL BE PROVIDED ALONG
WITH MORAL SUPPORT SEE YOU
THERE'

David rkanane. Last night waa wonderful Bars
Huge and Kisses

Pledges • New Members
"Let's Dance" "Al Night Long"
DU Dance Marathon Don't M.ss 111

Hay. Anna Wench! How the he! ara
you? Dare I say I mas our treahman
loBaa? Whatever happened to Kohl,
centerfolds, pictures dick lets, ate
night nets, slumber partaa, Loverboy. rung cases, bear blasts. Daco
Anna, and Longbranch?? I maa you
tod-you aa one of a kind Happy bday and cal mat (no dtok sob stones
Baa year, I almost promraa) Love,
Skiplone good ack, anyone?) P S.
Uvtng up to the old K8KW

DEAR MATTHEW. HAPPY 22ND
BWTHOAY' I LOVE YOU LOTS'
LOVE. SALLY
DEAR PAUL.
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HELP THIS
WEEK THETA CHI'S ARE NT TOO
BAD CHRISTMAS WILL BE LONG
BUT OUR REUNION WILL BE
GREAT! I LOVE YOU"!
JUUE

Katman. Shan, and Lorl, Thank you
lor being such soacal mends and for
being there whan I needed you tha
moat Marry Chraamaal Love, Suaan
KELLEY.
CONGRATLrLATrONS ON YOUR LAVAUERHGTODAN BEST OF LUCK
TO BOTH OF YOUI!
LOVE, VrENOY
KEVIN LADETHANKS FOR EVERYTHaNO
I LOVE YOU VERY MUCHIt—01
Lamont, good ruck wah your hnaa!
Ramernber that I bra you

M£B?i

SKUIA OB X-KAS DATE PARTY
JANE, Have fun wah Ba man from
OSU' Love, SKIP PS Ara you aura
vat you want to wear that BOSU
Sweatshirt Sat mom ?
Jenny Groman
Have A Happy 20th. Al Ntoht Long I
Love You Jon-Scott

OooDaDon'! tot Owiga get you down, everything w* work out Remember, whenever you need someone lo talk to.
Just took over shoulder
Loser
PS Only 13 more days'

JOANIE ZaasaTTnaAN CONORATULATIONS ON YOUR EJWAGEMENT
TO JEFF BLAKE. WE WISH YOU
BOTH THE BEST.
LOVE. TRACY. FARREU 8 VAL

6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

kW.rlappy2bd Birthday to both at
■al Let's eillkialll
Laaa. Bath.
Men of Hoaday KoN (Jama. Doug 1
the Grape I
See. Sorority tomato want at that
bad. ara they? Remember keep an
open rnrnd (and a plug a bad) Youafl
taoked super and were lots of fun Sat
-Some Alpha DaRa who love you'
Male Byme Clue 07-1 may ba Hying
Ngh with a wool bad-warmer;
Movement 07 Local ShsophordeTe
nonce aeveral sueptcioua toraJyTara.

otrar

* 10/month
JS/month
Plaaw enclose your lint payment.
We'll bill you monthly.

C'TY __
^T\
TTJJ

>—'

CHARGE your membership to either
Mastercard

Visa

Card no. ^^^^^^____
E«p. data

•■artaaaPwaO svUITA" Special.
Have one at year X-Mas party!

HMatl

Rmto needed tor aprtng eom.
SlloVmo Al uta. paid, 120 1'2 N
Proapact Cal 352^668
Vaaraad Lead anger tor band
362-8222. after 5pm

Cal

M Rmrnto naeded
Spring Semester. Frsr.ee Apts

CAI Bob, 352 4802

9BB-74H

F rmto needed aaararig 12/22. Own
room, S160/mo paa ml 3624611

BRIGHTEN YOUR X-MAS PARTY
WITH BALLOONS
THE BAllfXMitAN. 382-O0B1
Croaa Country Ski Sato
Free Canlc Sal . Dec 10, 1-4
Falcon House
140 E Wocatar 3523810
CHRISTMAS OFT BJEA
»4 AEROBIC WEAR
Shop the Falcon Houee
140 E. Wooater 352-3810

Nancy - Marry ChrkaMas, Happy
Birthday and Thanks tor betag auch
■ great Mend! Laaa, Arteen

Parcel Service Depoeilory
Flying Tloara. Puroator a umteo
Parcal Sarvfca. Ray Hoapl, Sears
Caafog Sakn Uerchenge
tag N. Mam. 362-2611

NOW HERE TMSII

WaB Dare. Why don't I try tale one

F. mate, needed tor apt. Ctoee to
campus. Friendly ranee. Spring
Biaillir. asamaaatoa. Call JI24191.
WANTED 1 M rmto to ahare 2
bdrm. apt wah 3 others Vary ctoee
to campus PH: 362-4106.
2 M to ahare 4 bdrm. houee. Spring
BiaiMir, It) Manila. Call MaBaaa ar Peggy M2-1440.
Faaaato taaato. wanted Spr. Sam. to
ahare I bdrm. furnished houaa.
mo/month. utlWtoa Included
Ctoee to oampua. CaB MM 787.
Wanted: F Rmmte tor Spring Sam
Ctoee to oampua cal: 362-1806
Great Apt' Own bdrm Lg 2 bdrm
»125/mo . al U9J. pd. Cathy 3521418
M Roomeie Needed'

wHh a carnation (SIM) anaVor a
tthela button |e0-). Both wM be on
saa In lha Unton Foyer, Monday
thru Waoniaday, t:*>4:30.
Sponsored by tha Kappa Sigma

I aaaaaM toraard to seeing you at
"The WhHe Houaa" luwauaa
najht. Oaa'l target lha wine and
•*BnaaLMil
Ota area, aaat can I aeyT

Paul Happy 20th Birthday' Looking
forward to ma weekend Love ya.
ChaT and the Tha Aunt "
and Joy to you and yourai
Thanka tor everything!
Lore. MN
PN Delta - Oat ready tor a rock-n'
roBn evening wtah Ba Dee Zaaa
tonight Be there'
Can you oat 12 houre? - Prove tl DU
Danca Maarhon ■ Don't mass Bl

ATTENTION FOfeBQN BTUOENTS
»
Piablsaa ar Vlaa?
Maaa R Vaa - aaaantay at Laa
Tetoaa, OMe ee* 1-242^194
Far aa aaaaaataaaal

aattaa»CWX-aay>JlDAim>A>Tnr

Band a Special

y, k-Otedi

•ba

WANTED
FUN FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
TO BHARE TWO BOfaVL APT. FOR
eataaaafl KM. MO FURM. APT.
CLOBE TO CAMPUS. OWN BEOF Rmto Needed
»50on let mo rant
Cal after 6:00
364-3146

-r*

Sonny Bono
rd never bruah you- why would I
daown my beat and only big In Bat
erarkrrtii I Heart You.
Dab
Tha PM Iki'a would Baa W~rieei
svaryona a "Vary Marry
Chrliaaaa' anal aha Beet ot Luak an
II
THIS IS TO YOU G.V.R
I'M GLAD YOU ACCEPTED
UNTl THEN..."0"
T«04paBTMASPArTTYTHrSSUN
0AY1 ALL ACTS OET FBtED PLEFS GIVE THEM A REALLY GREAT

■Baal

Today a BeTa birthday Help him
coaorate by caBng and watwvj Nm a
Happy Brthday' M 2-1034.
To Eric I Cralg-k aaa a doubtorouba weekend, but wa survived'
Hay Crag, do bear, gnkaaah. and
vodka mbr? And Eric, do you always
lake your date* home at 1200?
Sal Tha good tanaa brought Mara to
our eyea raa anyone seen my pur
ee?. "How can those gn tok ao
taarr (PSST. I tank rhy're drunk!)
Senoualy thanks tor a aupar Bmal
Love. Apt. 4 noornasaa

Year aa* ItSJH aaaaaWAB aM. aaL
Cast Bam 9B4-MB9

YAMAHA 8TEREO RECEIVER
TUNER
PRICE
9116.00 FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL 352

8094.
Arectoa tor Sale red > gray corner
dinette, grey chair, red deak chair.
3/4 maNreoe 4 aprtnga, exercise
bench, carpet runners. cJ parm* 4
bruahee-362-6672.
OUN MARK IV SKIS
17* CM. VERY OD, CONDITION
CAU 99KS92 A*K FOR BRETT

FOR RENT
TELL YOUR FRBENO* HOW MUCH
YOU CARE la a M NEWS
Chrlatm iWraath
age printed
in red 1 green Ink In the Wed., Dae.
14 aeWon. Don't miss out! Limited
number available. Get yours
TODAY!
MALE GRAD STUDENT
or ooractonce underorad
Need a outot pace lor atudtoa?
Room to rant w/kltchen prrv.
and private ahower 125/MO
ncludee uN prater non-amolung
Fumahed Referencea 686 6855
FORREST APARTMENTS
FURNaSHED OR UNFURNISHED TENANTS PAY ONLY LIGHTS
REASONABLE CAU JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 354-2260
NEEDED: OME OR TWO PEOPLE TO
LIVE AT UNIVERSITY VILLAOE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. CAU 3541999.
Needed 2 Female rmmtes for Spring
Semeeter
Campua Manor Apts
9730'pereorveemeater
Only pay
etoctne. taat.wala. and air oond
Payed tor If Interested ca* 3641206 or 352 9302.
Need maa > tomato students to IB
houaee * apta tor Spnhg Sam Atoo
apts a aaahll tor 2 3 4 atudenta

Phone 352-7365
Acreaa From Campus: 909 E. Wooater. Aral! tor winter earn., 2 bdrm.
a furry carpeted end fumJehed.
Free heal Perfect tor those coed
wanker daya. CoB 352-7074.
Nice 1 bdrm fum apt to aubtot on
3rd. St. Close to campua. carpeted.
Iree gas heal 9 cooking Cal 362-

6877
Need tomato to aubtot houaa. across
from dorms on Woostor. extremely
effordeba' 352-8250

Rmto needed lor Spr Semeeter M
or F . oH-carnpua apt Cal Ken

Subtoaae 1 Bedroom apt Fumtoh Al
uM axe alec Cal Caol 362-8033

M 2-3368

PERSON TO SUBLET ONE BEDROOM APT. AS BOON AS POSSIBLE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS FREE
HEAT. CAU 392-2813 OR 3529920.

1 M Rmto Spr 362-8093.

PERFECT MAGES
Peesaaaeasa. 0 J. S Ughtahow
CALL 2S7-4262
Rufhto.
Hed a asraaaBc Bma al Gataby'a atth
you. Lara go out again, what do you
Bank? Ptoeaa to) ma know - 2-8730
Scott

Yamaha atoreo ayatam-RlOOO receiver. P860 tumlaoa. NS100OM
apaakare. Uke new' LM price
$2,500 91.600 or beat offer 3641858 Crag

Cal Paul 352-0342

OereO'K:

17 Mambar oMha
craw
18 Spring up
19 Menu Itam
20 Saga reflactlon
22 Mlnuta quantity
24 Food and drink
25 Pertaining to tha
ankle

INSTALLMENT PLAN
ADDRESS^

MATrjumroasa naeded tor Spr/Sam
Houaa ctoee toCampua
Cal 352-8881

352-5864

Mark and Tony -1 hope you two ara
gong lo make r! to our party Seturday
right ra going to ba a good Bma
See you Bare!
Renee

16 HuntktyolTV

CHECK enclosed lor:
$36
S25

Mala Rm mate needed tor aprtng
earn. Ctoee to campus. S510 tor
aamaatar. Cal altar 4:00 pm 3528920

Fanato Rcomaaa-Sor Sam.
Ctoee to Campus-Low Rent

14 Bordar rtvax
of Asia
15 Balanced

Shhhh... The Quiet CanTpalgn

»'»
$ 80

Rmto needed Mala, vary ctoee to
campus Need tor Spring Sam only
toeapenetve. 362-7036.

Tata perfect X-Mas gift la here!
utamOTMl Praductloria...

LlZas COLLEY
YOU ARE TRULY THE BEST,
ANO I DO NEED YOU.
LOVEPJ.

ACROSS
1 Part o( Chicago
(with 'The)")
5 Irrltata
10 Baron In "Daw
Rosankavaliar''

CHANNEL C7

Checks should ba payable to WBGU-TV Adv
Sand to WBGU-TV. Bowling Green, Ohio 43403

Vnoa and Mauj -1 can't wa* to aaa
you Saturday at the party It ahoutd be
wad
One of the wtniehoues gala

F.rmto needed SpaOouaapt Ctoee
to campus laaaonaba rant. Ptoeaa
cal 352-7103

1»77 BUCK REGAL EXCELLENT
CONDITION S3.000
CONTACT
889-3882.

HELP WANTED
Fumahed Ertoency
oumptoto ml color TV 4 cable
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
1740E Wooater St
now laaalng Spnhg farm
9250,'aio
3543182 or 362-1620

Now hiring 2 cooka 2 drivers
Musi be energesc and hard working
aop»bat«aan 2-4 today
Saidanl Oatoa rnaragar tor Tha Key
yearbook aprtng urnlNlr Beak:
i needed Advanced
a, prior office expert
enoa preferred Check rob poetJnge
« Student Employment. 480 Student
Sarvtcea tor further lnl<rmatlon or cM
2-2861

Houaee I apta cloee to campua tor
84-85 school year Cal coaact 1287-3341

WHH YOUR FPeENDB B LOVED
OME* A HAPPY IWLIDAV M A
UNsOUE WAY-Send them a aaa»
saaa la a BO News Chrtoamea
Wreeth prmwd In red t green mk In
the Weal, Dae. ink aaataon. Oat

Travel FtoB Opportunity
Oam ratable marketing experience
what earning money. Campus rap
Bellii needed rtarndtoHli tor
Spring Break ktp to Florkta Contact
BB Ryan (312) 858-4888 coBect

THE RISKS
IS YOUR
GREATEST
RISK.

Dec Cal 1*4-2151.
RfetTE. FOR SPR. SEM M LBaTV.
VaOAOE APTS RENT ONLY S476
tor anBra eemaoar Aval. IrnmaoV
aHa/. 364-2161.
F. POOMATE NEEDED FOR SPFBNO
SEM MG APT LOTS OF STORAGE
GOOD LOCATION. CALL BONNIE
AT 364-2082
F RMMT APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1113 BaCLUOES HEAT. A.
CON0 . CABLE TV CAN RENT
ILY 364-1630

eats. (19-20 k Brat year aarnhaja.
li'NiiliH anagram Baaaaaat Caaaury
LaaM aaal Tae Oa. *ia-7l2B. Aak tor

a*!* naMQ paKrtXnieXS 10* aafl Oanpflalli

X-MAS party Baa December 18. In
return tor 6 10 rninutes ot your time
wa wB provide you with a poeitlve
attar of racomrnenoallon H you work
wel wBh kids, and want to bring XMAS roy lo the unrjerprhotodged, cal
372-5833 or 372-0331 and aak tor
BJ

II11M rant. OnE-WooetarBt. Call
144-1111

FOR SALE

F. Raaa Spnhg Sam. turn Own
mom. (380 earn oka ua Cal rftsr
5pm 362-8732

Do your Chrkumee ahopping at tha
UCF Art. Book > Crefl Sato Thurs I
Frl. 10-8, Sat. 10-4 Corner Thuraah
t RUga. Unique girts, expertly
craned, reaarjnabls prioaa Alao have
you BG Seeuujceneanal (your domes
or oural picture aken on Frl 1-6.

WE'RE HGHTING
FORVOURUFE

k

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOOETV

Hue raase. Ca« Debbie IS 2-UfM

UllWf R TO PMVrOUS nil

THE NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
THE MACNEIL/LEHRER NEWSHOUR
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
WALL STREET WEEK
MOVIE "Ruggles of Red Gap."
With Charles Laughton. (1935)
BLAKE EDWARDS: THE MAN WHO
LOVED COMEDY
EUROPEAN TELEVISION SERVICE
LATENIGHT AMERICA

CHOOSE FROM THREE CONVENIENT WAYS TO PAY:

VM. You dkl an eaoeaant |oe arari Oat
■ Be: keep up tha good work.
Paul and Amy

Need tomato to f» apartmerrl and
mala to M houaa. Cal 362-7386

OFaiOFirUNfTY! NEED 2F RMTES
SDtTH ST APT AVAILABLE SPRING
SEMESTER CALL SOON! 3628133.

to a BO News
Wreath-Pad 9 Green Ink

Don't gat caught in the aaaing rush
Stop at 328 S. Main and gat your
1984 brochure lor astinga ol apts .
house* a dupaxes
Newtove Management. 352-5620

VAL LOMBARDO. HAPPY 22NO.
LOVE. JEANM. TRACY « FARREU.

HELPI
F. ROOMMATE WANTED PFBVATE
BEDROOM 0AI1ET S127 60 MO
IVCLUDaNG HEAT. CALL DEB 3527838.

•MM*. CM X-MAB DATE PARTY

Heyl 1981 Parcuaaton
Wa accept your challenge to a
football game. Good Luck. And
ramamta, ware playing lor a
lean. Light.
HOUOAY INN'-'MTV
HAPPY HOUR
AU OAY Aa NIGHT
ALL THE TBUE'

UBO REP - al - LAROE
rjoafltan a open
APPLICATlONB AVAH-ABIE
a 406 Student ServKee
Thru Dec 8

F rmto needed tor Spring Semasai
Only S540 a aamaatar oka atoc. Burl
Apts. CM 362-7741.

LaaW
Gad to have you aa my unto Sa We
wB have ao many graat tanaa, I can!
waft!
Lore. Big Bro Scott Stg Ep

Santa Casus h coming to town! And
he's coming to the Annual TKE
Chrotmae Party tha Sunday. He s
psyched are you?

"DEBORAH D.,"
HAPPY 20IH BIRTHDAY' BE SURE
YOU ARE HOME AFTER aBONITEl
JUST THINK. 1 MORE YEAR 'TIL
THE REAL THING! LUV, YOUR ROOMIES. GAYLE. CON. LOU t OAR.

P.8. Your urataa nt nice, kat aaa a
hat
Tracy Fabam-Tha a your vary own
ad to aaah you a Happy 1911 Sorry I
needed tor PM. but us AaNay grra
gel pretty horny Welch out Kenny a
John! Love ya. Jatmaar B.

2 F NEEDED TO SUBLET APT .
SPRUG SEM , CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL MUTALE OR DONNA 3528131 AFTER 9PM

Waexma to BG Moty MM, Kim.
CaBry. Sarah, Coach, and the reat ol
the Malabar Swan Team. Maa

Hey J02 South Summit,
Are you ready lo gat noggad aa
rouge? Wo wa. and wa welt al 4 of
you a Merry Chrratmaa!
WahLova.
Oaa—Oft 8 Laura

Debbaoanaa
Happy 20m Birthday!
Love.Shrriev

To My Baj CarorynCongyaavMona on being Ba mm
praetdenl ol AXO! I know that you'l
do a aaiaaBc tob, and rm here to heto
you any way I oanl Juet remember DELEGATE! AX love I Ota of mine
LI Wendy
TonyKaach
Thanks tor Monday night. Tha couch
looked reeBy race a your room! Love

U ato paogee wan al SAE'a good
kick on exame. a Vary Marry Xmaa.
and a rowdy New Year Wa krv ya'

Debbie Corcoran
I'm ao happy to hare you aa my
little sis! Welcome to Sigma Nu. I'll
talus you out tor a drink II you
promise not to knock It out ol my
hand. Hal Hall
Lore, Your Big-Jo Ann.

Tonight

□ Renewal

KappeStga.
The end of the aamaatar a oYawtog
raar. and tha • our as! laa ol the
yaw - Together we're going to party
■Rtohi' wtth ttta of hotaay cheer Saa
You Tonkjhtlll
Tta Saara of PIS Mu

Hay Ma 2.
I hope you earl teoang bettor aoon
and t you need e hug. you know
where to And me Good luck with your
proficiency aa wel aa the real of your
exame I Love You Ma 211
Love Ma

Our membership drive is quieter again this month! With fewer program interruptions, you can see
more of the great programming on WBGU-TV. But the only way to keep commercial-free television
on the air is with your help. Please mail in your contribution today.

□ New Member

Mae aM Pa-. HIM, yau hare a
great Base Bas ankinl. Happy a.
Paul anyj to the both of you, a Merry
Chrteaasee, New Year and a* the
eaawbo.1, Pequarla you can drink!
Laaa. Tha Aaat

Dear BLUO, Bony your lasl 2 weeks
tear* bean bad: WaUet Riled, ear
anaae dawn, feeUng HI. Thtnge will
took up and Santa will be good to
you. Good luck wrflinlil Lore. Stud-

WBGU-TV's Quiet Campaign Returns

STATE/ZIP

Don't warty atari MM future! « la
InsiNablal I love you dearly Merry
Chrtaaaaaal Lara pa tane, Laa

26 Part of*
fltttasa program
31 Liaeoma
32 French atudant
33 Toand
36 Falla from graca
37 Graat
Hhrer,
Canada

38 Vacation ehotca
30 Ooatarmjob

44 Whaadle
47 Anciant Paralan

48 Mythical woman
wavrtorg
50
watar
53 Iwo
54 Crowd figure
56 Formartyaxlatlng
57 Frankfurt'*
rlvar
58 Sarvaan
apprenticeship
59 Daatlny
60 Place for
little paapara
61 Jolly boata
62 Anti-aircraft fire

DOWN
1 Part of tha
street acene

2 General Bradley
30ffbaae
a
4 Dominates
5 Red-purple color
6 Flavoring agent

7 Bird: Comb, form

12
13
21
23
26
27

Icelandic volcano
Shade of blue
Gaelic
Trackmeet event
Way to pay
Exchange
premium

28
29
30
33
34

DAILY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

Greeting for Dolly
African antelope
Resolute reply
Brotherly
"
.
Pagliacelo..."
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35 0llorg.
37 Without*sound

38 Exchange, of
atypa
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
49
50
51

40 Wlnnla-lha-Poori 8 Escutcheon band
9 Optional
52
creator
41 Military rating
56
10 Comas to pan
42 Sensational
11 Cowboy gear

Song: Prefix
Fad agents
Amadous
City in N Franc*
Narrow gorge
Ammonia
compound
Richmond'* rlvar
New York City
arena
Blackbird
Minut** of court
proceeding*
Welsh emblem
Inclement, a*
weather
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Faces Of
The Holiday Season
.

in

»

'

Welcome to FRIDAY.
Towle Talk
page 4

As the semester comes to an end so does editing Friday. I believe that when Friday
this volume of Friday. For our last issue we was concieved it was done so with the
would like to offer our readers a look at the concept of presenting off-beat and enterholiday season thai often renders those taining topics that college students can
lucky enough to have loving friends and appreciate. I hope you have found that
family with whom to share the special times concept to hold true. Warmest thanks to
oblivious to those who do not .Our inten- Lisa Inman and Fats Miller and to all who
tion here is not to cast a dark shadow on the have contributed works or efforts to the
most won-won-wonderful time of the year, tabloid. It's on to other things now, but I
but rather to present the whole picture, will always remember where I found myself
on Thursday nights, and why.
which, after all. is our job.
The Best Of Friday's To You. .
It is with mixed emotions that I write this
final introduction on my final day of Scott Rayaoad Carpenter

Dale's World
page 4

Holiday Depression
page 6

St. Anthoney's Kids
pages 6 & 7
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Dr. Ray Manorah and his family celebrate Hanukka together.
Read more about Hanukka on

Fats Miller
Entertainment Editor

A Family Split
.page 7
TV Listings
jyage 8—11
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positions for Spring Semester.
WIA k

Applications are available at:
The BG News Office
106 University Hall.
Deadline: TODAY, 5 p.m.
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Phi Mu would like to
congratulate its
1984 Executive Officers:

( jne uour friends

ui tovetl ones a Jprtiaf

CHRISTMAS WREATH i

new/
Wadnmday, Dec. 14
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President
Jenny Kuzeppa
1st Vice-president
Amy Howell
2nd Vice-president....Josie Parisi
Treasurer
Linda Powell
Membership Director
Jan Nolte
Phi Director
Wendy Kuske
Recording Secretary...Nancy Hoover
Corresponding Sec
Kim Snow
House Manager
Linda Locke
Panhel Rep
Peggy Fitzpatrick
Social

Shelly Weakley

The Best of Luck to You!
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Jews Share In Holiday
Season With Hanukkah
by Dim Horwedet
Joyeux Noel, Froliche Weihnachlen, Happy Hanukkah. There
are many holiday traditions that Americans are not familiar with.
Dr. David Wineburg, faculty adviser for the Jewish Student Group
at the University told the story of Hanukkah as a holiday that
commemorates the revolt of a group of Jews (the Maccabes) in the
second century against Lysias, a Syrian king who denied them
political and religious freedom.
According to tradition, when the Maccabes won, they entered
the temple in Jerusalem, which had been used by the Syrians for
pagan rites, and prepared the temple for religious observance. The
Maccabes wanted to light a candelabra (menorah), but there was
only enough oil to last for one day. A miracle occured and the oil
lasted for eight days.
Hanukkah is not only a celebration of military victory, but a
celebration of the miracle of the lights as well.
Hanukkah celebrations started Dec. I, but according to Jewish
tradition, the first candle lighting is the night before (Nov. 30).
Songs and prayers are recited over the candles to praise God. The
lights are then placed in a prominently visible place to advertise the
miracle of the lights.
Sometimes potato pancakes are served as a traditional Hanukkah dish. Dr. Wineburg said they were served by Maccabe women,
according to tradition. Dr. Wineburg said that Hanukkah is not the
most important holiday in the Jewish tradition, but that it has
taken on importance in America because Jewish parents want their
children to share in the holiday celebrations. Wineburg said many
Jewish families also exchange gifts; some give a gift each night of
Hanukkah, others don't give gifts at all.
OTHER HOLIDAY traditions around the world also have
interesting historical significance.
Mistletoe dates from the time of Druids in England who honored
the plant in religion and used it in sacrificial rites. The traditional
Yule log was intro- duced to Britain by the Vikings, who burned it
in honor of the god Thor. The British then adopted it for
Christmas. Christmas carols and Christmas greeting cards are other
traditions (hat Americans adopted from Britain.
The Christmas tree originated in Germany. It was put up on
Christmas Eve and decorated by Father Christmas or the Christ
Child. Diane Basilone, sophomore art major, said she remembers
when she and her family lived in West Germany, on Dec. 6 (St.
Nicholas Day), they put their shoes outside of their bedroom doors
so that St. Nicholas would Till them with goodies.
In France, gifts are exchanged on New Year's Day rather than on
Christmas. On Christmas Eve the adults go to midnight mass while
the children put their shoes by the fireplace for Father Christmas or
the Christ Child to fill. The Christmas feast varies in the different
provinces, but such dishes as goose, sausages, and buckwheat cakes
are served. Christmas trees are sometimes used, but more popular
are nativity scenes called "creche".
In Italy, the Christmas Eve dinner is meatless, many times
consisting of "tortelli," a pasta stuffed with pumpkin paste. The
main dish of the Christmas feast is "capitone," which is roast
female eel. The children often write a letter promising to be good in
the coming year on an ornate piece of stationery, and slip it under
their father's dinner plate to surprise him. In Northern Italy, the

Eric Menorah, 13. SOB of Judy Manorah and Dr. Ralph Menorah,
University professor of Sociology celebrates the Jewish holiday Hanukka
with his parents and his sisters ■
photos by Sue Cross
Christmas tree prevails, since the Italian Alps are close. In
Southern Italy, the crib of nativity, which was introduced by St.
Francis of Assisi in the 12th century, is popular. On Jan. 6 the
children put their shoes out by the fireplace and "Befana," the
benevolent old witch, comes and fills them with goodies. James
Pine, 94, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, recalled Christmas in his native
Italy with a twinkle in his eyes," We rolled back the rug and danced
and drank wine all day!"
No matter what the religion, the holiday season is a time of good
cheer heavily laden in tradition.
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106 University Hall
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Towle Talk

Holiday Elixirs Help Provide Christmas Cheer
D. Towlt
The holiday season is upon us and
once again your family and friends will
be gathering together — probably at
your place — to celebrate Christmas
and the coming of the new year.
On one such occasion, many years
ago, my parents had the family over
for Christmas dinner and the traditional giving of gifts. As usual my
aunts and uncles were more interned in
conversing with whomever it was they
still liked at the time and failed to pay
attention to my cousins and myself, as
we scampered about the party-house
my parents had built behind our home.
To make a long story short "Little
Mikey" somehow found his way into
daddy's liquor cabinet and decided
what a fun trick it would be to dump
that big clear bottle of Russian Vodka
into the big bowl of eggnog Mommy
had on the counter in the kitchen.
Well one thing led to another, my
Uncle Dave tried to pick up my mom,
my Uncle Richard slugged my Uncle
Dave to "protect my mom's reputation" and my dad threw the whole
bunch (except my mom) out on the
carport. I remember thinking to myself
at the time 'gee, grown-ups sure act
like assholes when they drink.'
It was this strange childhood occurence that has led to my preoccupence
with making holiday elixirs.

rfr

And so, upon request of The B.C.
News Friday Editor Scott (Ho.Ho.Ho
please Santa, buy my car) Carpenter, I
am going to pass this variable wealth of
inebriatable knowledge on to you.
First let's talk basics: Eggnog.
Yes there are more ways to make
eggnog than the rather crude bottle of
vodka in the bowl of nog method 1
came up with as an eight-year-old.
Besides, any true "nogologisi" will
tdl you it's the best thing to happen to
the egg industry since the rooster.
Here are two recipes for this perennjgj Christmas favorite;
"^■■imlir'i Christmas Ml,"
I qt. Prepared dairy Eggnog
6 01. Cognac
3 oz. Jamaica Rum
3 oz. Creme de Cacao

Share well with cracked ice and until into
3 oz. cocktail glass.

I oz. Hot water
Dissolve thoroughly. Then add:
I 'A oz. whiskey
Fill with boiling water and stir.

"Hot ftraady Fat"

I Hag

I Teaspoon Powdered Sugar
I Vt oz. Brandy
Beat egg, sugar and brandy and pour into
Tom and Jerry Mug and fill with not milk.
Orate nutmeg on top.
"CMatanf Wabk.y Waraar"
Into hot whiskey glass, put:
I Teaspoon butter
I Teaspoon powdered sugar
3 Pinches cinnamon

CHLCS

Well, there are five of my best holiday
merrymakers. I have just one small
word of advice for all you hosts thinking this year will be the year you show
all your friends you can party better
than they can. Don't invite anyone
from The B.C. News. They are a
bunch of "party elves." They'll ruin
your property and destroy your reputation. On second thought, invite them
all.

vyowip

PUBACH

"Carbtaus Yale Eggaog"

1 qt Prepared Dairy Eggnog
12 oz. Any smooth Whiskey
I Vt oz. Imported Rum
Of course some of you may be a bit
more adventurous, or maybe you just
want to get a little more slammed this
year. The following should leave you
hanging your cat with tinsel from the
bottom of the misletoe in your hallway:
"Who Cam-lf-lt-Saows Cocktail"
I Teaspoon Curacao
Vt oz. orange juice
'A oz. sweet Vermouth
I oz. Dry Gin
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Time and again.
you've heard ii sukl,
"'lii make money, you hu\c
tohu\c mooc>r
The truth is. you have ti
know Irovv to saw money
before you con
think about
making inure1.
That's why more and
mm people are joining the
Itaroll Swings flan to buy
US. Savings Bonds. That
way, a little is taken out of
each paycheck automatically]
In no time, you'll haveenough Bonds tor a new car,
your chikft education, even i
dream \ acation.
Whatc\er you save for.
Il< II ids are the safest, surest
nay to gain capital.
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Birth Defects

Good Values Every
Day for Family,
Home, Auto & Farm

General
Store
Andersons

518 Illinois Ave.. Maumee • Mon -Sat 8-9 • Sun. 10-5

Don't Miss This Vest Value!
Special Buy!

First Quality Down Vests
• Choose from many styles and sizes • Hurry while selection is beat. Quantities are limited.

Christmas At St. Anthony's Villa
by Scott Raymond Carpenter
Friday Editor
Some are neglected or abused, some
handicapped or otherwise disabled, but
at Christmastime they are all busy. On
a desk in the small office of caseworker
Sister David Ann Hoy is an IM by 11,

typewritten list (front and back) of
activities and events planned for the
residents of St. Anthony's Villa.
The orphanage on Toledo's West
Side houses 83 children ages 2 to 14
years. Few have parents to speak of
and as a group have little money. But
thanks to the thoughts of others they

always have Christmas.
One Toledo men's group has raised
enough money, as they do about every
other year, to treat all of the children
to a day of shopping at a local store so
that they can pick out gifts for others.
Sister David Ann said this trip for the
kids allows them the opportunity to

remember what Christmas is about.
Another treat for the residents of the
Villa is a party given each year in the
institution's gym by a local jewelry
store owner and his family. "The kids
always get excited about the party,"
Sister David Ann said. This year the
party will be the same as always, but

One resident of the St. Anthony'sVilla child care center on Toledo's West Side finds the Christmas tree donated by a friend to the home
facinaling. Children such as this one celebrate the holidays at the Villa in a number of ways thanks to several groups and individuals who
donate goods, services and themselves for these orphaned ehildren.

Legitimate Reasons For Christmastime Blues
•yLorikarci
Christmas lights sparkle from an
ornamented tree, stockings are hanging
from the hearth over a glowing Are,
and you and your family are together
at this most special of holiday seasons.
So why do you fed blue?

£
According to Ann Hulse, graduate
assistant in psychological services at
the University, people have many valid
reasons for feeling depressed during
the holidays.
"The discrepancy between our fantasy of the Hallmark Christmas, and
the reality of the situation is one of the

main causes of depression during the
holidays," Hulse said. "People have
an ideal of the perfect holiday occasion
and are let down when their expectations fall short of magic."
Christmas can also be a 'marker'
holiday, Hulse said. Christmas may set
people in a frame of mind to review the
past. They remember special
Christmases of childhood and feel blue
when they can't recapture the same
feelings. Thus, the situation reminds
them of how dissatisfied they are with
their lives.
"CHRISTMAS TIME in our culture
is a stereotype that we're all close,
we're all happy. This can make those
who are lonely, lonelier or unhappier.
The expectation of the story-book
Christmas accentuates their problems," Hulse said.
Hulse said she believes the holidays

may increase already existing depressions also. "There are very few people
depressed at Christmas who don't have
a long standing problem."
Depression at Christmas can also
stem from relations with other family
members. Some people are anxious
about having to put up with relatives
they aren't fond of.

Christmas. Realizing that everyone
isn't ecstatically happy will help you
come to terms with what you're feeling.
• Take constructive steps yourself to
make your holiday more of what you
want. Get involved in volunteer activities available during the holidays.
Doing things for others can take your
mind off your own problems.

Hulse suggests ways to cope with
holiday depression:
• Realize the stereotypical Hallmark
Christmas exists for very few people.
Give up those fantasies of the magical

• Remember it is normal for everyone to feel some twinges of nostalgia
and melancholy at Christmas.
Hulse said it is important for those
with a severe depression during the
holidays to seek professional counseling.

nal families, some are taken in in foster
homes and others move on to other
instituions when they reach 14 years
old. But they enjoy a full life of school,
play and friendships at the Villa.
"We know all the time that
people are thinking about us,
but at Christmas time we really
see it."
Sister David Ann said the kids are
educated at 18 different Toledo
schools, as some require special care
for physical or learning disabilities.
Change for school activities such as
field trips is provided by the Villa's
Friends' and Alumni Club. Other
funds for the home come from the
United Way, bequests and donations
and from the surrounding counties, for
the children placed by them into the
home.

photos by Scott Carpenter
The children at St. Anthony's Villa enjoy many games and toys, most donated, including sv/iming pool and a under-constmction game
room. "Every child hear during the summer learns to swim," Sister David Ann, case worker at the Villa said. Some of the children will
spend Christmas with families and individuals outside the home, others will enjoy the many activities planned at the Villa.
with one modification. The kind gem
dealer's widow will be providing the
celebration alone.
SISTER DAVID ANN said the children also seem to enjoy what is becoming a tradition at the home, the Villa
Christmas party. The Franciscan Nun
said all of the residents have supper
together before each receives a gift box
containing clothes and toys.
"We turn off all of the lights in the
gym except for those on the stage
where Santa is. The children all sit very
quietly and wait for everyone to get
their gift. Then we turn the lights on
and it's like an explosion, everyone
throwing wrapping paper off the boxes
at once."

Another tradition involves the Villa's chaplain dressed as St. Nicholas
and visiting with the children. Sister
David Ann said this is done to help
teach the origins of the Christmas
celebration and to help demonstrate
the Christian aspects of the season.
"We try to carry on some of the
traditions that hopefully will carry on
in their lives and maybe they will pass
them on to their own children someday," Sister said.
Sister David Ann says she and other
case workers sometimes face difficult
tasks.during the holiday season. She
says it is often a troublsome job
explaining to youngsters why they

haven't gotten a gift from their grandmother or why they can't buy a gift to
give to their parents. But, she said,
they sometimes just have to be frank
with them.
FOR OVER 120 years, Saint Anthony's Villa has been a temporary or
nearly permanent home for orphaned,
neglected or abandoned children. The
home is set up as miniature homes,
units, with houseparents who work
three-and-a-half-day shifts.
At the Villa, the children live and
learn together and are cared for by the
Sisters of St. Francis, of Tiffin, Ohio,
and by many other professional and
volunteer aids. Some of them eventually become adopted into conventio-

SOME OF the children, Sister said,
will spend Christmas with families. She
said volunteer families or individuals,
after being carefully screened, take the
children during holidays, sometimes
for the entire week of the holiday. She
said she discourages people from taking the kids only at Christmas and asks
that they take them at least once a
month. She added that she also discourages them from taking the same
child all of the time. "They tend to
grow too attached to each other," she
said.
Whatever they do, Sister said the
children all seem to enjoy Christmas. It
may not be the Christmas most people
think of, but the Christmas most
people think of isn't the same as the
one celebrated by the children at St.
Anthony's, either. They don't celebrate, many of them, with families, but
celebrate as a family.
As the children filed in the door of
the modem building, each stopping to
hug and kiss one of the sisters or other
workers, Sister David Ann says
"Christmas is a very exciting time
around here."
"We know all the time that people
are thinking about us," Sister said,
"but at Christmas time we really see
it.'

Christmas Spirit Is Lost When Family Is Split
fcy Jo—st Gtwdyke
Anyone looking in the window
would see the typical Christmas celebration. A huge tree, lit candles, boxes
upon boxes of wrapped presents, plates
full of cookies, fires burning in both
fireplaces and people of every age
running around or simply sitting quietly taking in all the excitement. The
people looked either distinguishably
Scandinavian or Irish. Dad's side was a
mixture of blue and brown eyes and
dark curly hair.
That typical scene occurred every
year for me without fail except for last
Christmas. The family went in two
different directions and sometimes I
believe I went in another. This happens
when parents get divorced. Two
months before I got home for
Christmas break my parents got divorced and when I got home to my
mother's "new" house, the fake tree
was already up and Dad was no longer
around.

Last Christmas no fires burned because there was no fireplace. Last
Christmas Dad came over on
Christmas Eve to give us gifts and then
he left for Hilton Head, S.C. He left
with a tear on his cheek. Last
Christmas lost some of its magic.
MY CHILDHOOD had always encompassed all the magic Christmas
was. Putting decorations up around
the house, building snowmen, caroling, wrapping presents, driving around
town to see the decorated houses and
the anticipation that began at least
three weeks before Christmas Day.
Mom and Dad always made
Christmas special and memorable. One
year my sister, mother and I had
matching red velvet gowns to wear
Christmas Eve. Another year it was
bicycles or a stereo or a too expensive
but longed for coat. Mom would play
Christmas albums and cook special
dinners. Dad brought cookies and
fudge home. All the relatives came to

stay at our house because it was the
biggest and best house for holiday
celebrations. Our family was closer to
one another than any other time of the
year.
Last year we got money. I don't
mean to sound cold or ungrateful,
because Dad realized college students
need so many things and by giving us
money we could get what we wanted
and needed.
I still got to see both sides of the
family, but it wasn't all under one
roof. We spent Christmas Day at my
grandparents and while I was with the
people I love, something was missing.

tradition and into change and it had
occurred all too fast for me. I didn't
like it, I hated it, in fact, and I let
everyone close to me know it with my
sulking. 1 longed for us all to live
together again and celebrate the holidays at our old house.
While I was feeling sorry for myself,
my mother told me something that
made me feel ashamed of my selfishness. She said that wherever she is,
home is.
I had been basing Christmas on a
place and a memory. How 1 thank my
mother for reminding me that family is
family and the love shared during the
holidays and any other time of the year
THE WHOLE Christmas season doesn't stop just because we moved out
had been lacking something for me. I of a house that my Dad still lives in.
couldn't figure it out because I had so
My mother's advice was well taken
much to be thankful for even though
my parents had just gotten divorced. and I began to take things in stride.
Then I admitted to myself what it was. This Christmas I'll be even better, but
The celebration wasn't in the big no matter bow old and how mature I
bouse. It wasn't the same as it had been become, I will never let go of the
for all those years. I was forced out of memories of my past Christmases.
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Suite 201
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< .,^^-

AFniWOON
12 OO
8 TAKING AOVANTAGE
MEETING PLACE Raw Or
Dav-l Watt uthcuaaa at dta Faai
Baptot Chwch «i Dvtmouth
NS
9WI.0KING0OM
9 MEET THE PRESS
SON THE ISSUE
NOVA 75 Y-W* m Spaca
A aurwy ■* i->irnihl ol accom
pkVannnt* wnca Sputnai
and
liitia* aitvanca* ma pravwwad

'*

DECEMBER 11. 19B3

*SPtf) SPORTSCENTER

laoi IVDH*

MORNWG
9:00
f|09 SUNDAY MORNING
O AGRISCOPE
09 TOLEDO SINGS GOSPEL
09 THE WORLD TOMORROW
09 SESAME STREET (R) Q
09 ROBERT SCHULLER
9 SHARING WITH LEO
BUSCAGLIA Lao Buacagba
jnaww* o^waion* and aharaa
■daaa about pw*on«l worth
(ESPN!
INDEPENDENCE
BOWL Aa FdNd M M.sv**«>.
IhomShrovapotl La I IRI

M0
O BONANZA
09 13 REPORTS
09 KENNETH COPELAND
(TMCI
MOVIE
**
liar a, Moon M987I Matt OVton r>*dy
lohar
10:00
9 DAY OF DISCOVERY
9 NOVA 25 Yaara * Spaca
A tunwy ia pratantad of accompkahmanta aaxa Sputn*. and
hnura adwancaa ara prarwwad
90. JAMES KENNEDY
9 NEWTON'S APPLE
10:3O
9 FACE THE NATION
• ADVENTURE B.C.
9 SUNDAY SUPPLEMENT
9 ORAL ROBERTS
9 FANTASTIC FUN FESTIVAL / CARTOONS
9PRESENTE
11 OO
9 FOCUS: BLACK
9 PERFORMANCE
9 COMMENT
9 WORSHIP FOR SHUTINS
9 FLEDGE BREAK Ragularfy
achadulad orogramnvatg may bo
dalayad duo to ptadga braaka.
9 RINK PANTHER
9 TONY BROWN'S JOUR
NAL

13:30
9 9 NFL TOOAV
I NFL S3
THIS
WEEK
WITH
DAVK) BRINKLEY
*9PH1 NFL GAME OP THE
WEEK IR)
12:36
9 THE SNOW QUEEN: AN
ICE BALLET &■ OtyrrajM -tat
wt ayctutkng John Curry and Dorothy Hamal axn Joaj Siarbud.
and othar wurld-cloaa *atara lor
a parlarmanoa ol IN* dakghifwl
Ma bafat baaad on Hana Chriahan
Andwaan a claaarc laary fata
1 00
9 9 NFL FOOTBALL Danort
I ton* at Caxawati Bangahi
9 COUNTRY CANADA
9 NFL FOOTBALL Cowaraga
ol Saattta at Naw York Gaanta or
Cfcrwdand at Houaton

Roma
>*y

Here's Jtoptttg you
receive a sleighful
of happy surprises!

The KEY
Staff!

who wwa waaaad by aha

MO
9 LUCIANO PAVAROTTI
IN CONCERT Tha <«*owwd
i-nm partorm* aayajral paacaa by
Bononcmi. Cat*, and fcartatb
and a aotacbun of auma ol faa
lawaaa upwata, nwftaara at a
tunual tapad at tha San Francai
'"ftwjHuw
230
9 RAGGEDV ANN AND
ANOY
llw Gra.1 Santa Claw.
Cdpw Tha two tag data »*•■»,
to ihr Norm Pufct to outwtt Akn
Mafej &at*am Wo*
a wlam
iknwnww.1 to aabotaua Chrot
MM
3G0
9 MOVIE**'
u.-Mwh.
Ihr ftMM Claw. SUM
119791
F.adAataaa Gary Burghotf
9 THE GLORY OF THE
GARDEN Jwiw* Maaun nar
raaaa a i*.umani», Mm daao*
-Hi huw Phakp da Rodnchad
•tasajnad and uaatad ona of tha
work! t moat apaciacUar gardam
tha Gar liana of CatMy
(TMO MOVIE **
Swopv
f.ai-. M..1* n9'7IArwnatad
330
«BPW ALPINE SKI SCHOOL
DytMnw Skwnl Pwal-I *L->HJ
ham ■■i-v-irt thr- &ma\a*% conbol
aaadguMMdap IR)
4:00
99 NFL FOOTBALL Waah
mutim RmKkai* M OaNa* Cow '
{MM
9 WORLO CUP SKI JUMP
H4G Ciimar "» »- 90 mamr
PWtnl at Ihr Muhxai Workl Cup Of
Ski Jumiwiu. (from Thundar Bay.
Owl
9 MOVIE * * *
Chartotta a
Wall M9'3IAmm*tad
9 MOVIE ***
Saa And
Iha SanAa Gal
(19MI Tony
t.atit Mataka Wood
9 THE MAN WHO LOVED
BEARS Haavy Fonda nanatat
■ha uory ot Marly Slouftar a par
•ond aaparamcaa with a baar
wfata bwng a bugal kfa aa a writar
at a tamo*a Colorado vaday
SSHR SOCCER
NCAA Dn»
awn I Champ>oryfthaj) Ihom Fort
laudwdata Ftal
4 06
9 I'LL FLY AWAY A GOSPEL CELEBRATION Racordavg
artota Al Graan and Amy Grant
co boat an aatravagania taaturmg
Tha Mighty Clouda Of Joy. Tha
Naw Gortttar Vocal Band, and
lock ttar laon Patato

9 MOVIE ***
Tha Night
01 Tha Ganarata 11967) Pat*
0 Took* Omar Sharif
9 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW
IESPNI COLLEGE BASKET
BALLOaPaulvi Gaorgatown (HI
OMO MOVIE **M
Etagma (19621 Maria* Shaan. aV.
gmaFoaaay
1:30
9 HYMN SING Salactaana
atcajda
0 Coma. 0 Coma
Emanual
Than • A VoaEO m
Tha
Wadarnaaa
Slaapwa
Waka>
9
INTERNATIONAL
CHRISTIAN AX)
9 WALL STREET WEEK
Go-ig Shopping For Raiarf
Stock* Guaar Joaaph H EBa.
xi praaadant for mvaatmant
taaaarch. Goldman. Sacha B Co

4:30
CTMO MOVIE **
Portiy a
119811 Dan Monahan Mart Har
raw
6O0
8 CSC NEWS
SARAJEVO S4 Orympc
owjnta h-ahkghtad at tha hour ara
dta Man a Gwnt Skdom and kea
Dancatg
9 MOVIE * A * litA Won
darMLda' (1947) Jama* Staw
an. 0«rvtoRaad

MO
9 INDIAN LEGENDS Two
young paopkt daavoy ma* lova
for ofjch othar through atubbom
prMa and iaaaouay m an Aagono>an
tagand Nmod at Trout laka Albbbr-Tamocamatg CJ
9 THE FALL OP FREOOK
THE LEAF Lao Buacagb* a.am
•w* tha dakcata bafanca batwaan
a baai aadatg book

MO
9 MOVIE **W
ThaMowa
Makar 119671 RodStaagar. Robart Cufp
9 GREAT PERFORMANC
ES Plaodo Domaigo Cakabrataa
SavaN A rnuaacal tout of SavAa
at prowdad by tha 'anownad tanoi
i aa ho aayga anaa by auoh compoa-

OlOO
9 ORIGINAL SIX HOCKEY
Boatonva DaVort
9 MINORITY REPORT

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE

I

i The Video Spectrum;

11 30
(SUNOAY BEST
LOOK OUT WORLD
HER
HERE WE COME
I FACE THE NATION
) SUNOAY MASS
I COMMUNITY CLOSE-UP
MOVal
*#'.
ft-uht
fym.
119341 Shatay Tampb)
JamaaOunn

■SFN) COLLEGE BASKET
BALL Indh-u ** T.-.^ll Faio

i

ad, $30.00 for 3 days

11 OB
I 9 FROM STAR WARS TO
I JED* THE MAILING OF A
SAGA Thw banjncl ttw acanaa
ha* at dw Star Wata mown
Star War*
Iha Eanpoa
SfrAMBot. aral RatutnOITha
Aa*
aathMaa ckoa fraait daa
lam. and Mtajakj iha BBBaSBal to
data* laquaad to produca ma*
■far Awg apnud affacta

Supplies, T-Shirts,
Backpacks, &
Much Much More

STOP IN
LOOK AND
AROUND
MON.-FRI. 9-5:30
SAT. 9-5:00.

I MM
STAR TREK

Ml
0 NORMAN ROCKWELL S
VVCkRLO
AN
AMERICAN
ORFAM A rtosialgtc took .* tab
en at the late VIM fl Mt. saOtk
and >p|—I of Srockbndga
Massachusetts
6:30
0NKNEWS
OMO MOV* * * # A Chr.si
"W Carol
419751 Anmiitd
Dickens dMK story of Eboner*
Scrooge and itta ghost*, vrnte
iron* ha receives on Chnsime*
fee* retold
•:S0
IB BARBERSHOP JAMBOREE t apart at Alton New Mamp
Wara ih*t special Nature* the
Society ha the Preservation of
Barbershop Ouartai Sating m
America porlonrang Sayan Old
lecke*
% TnbyM To I.Ola
p-*ham
The Ballad 01 line
Bofdan and other Ievorrtet
7 00
OS BO MINUTES
O FRAGGtE HOCK Aher a
faring out with Gobo Wembley
loeow* han lo 'ha taa of a myth*
calbeMI Q
• FIRST CAMERA
09 RtPlt Y'S BELIEVE IT OR
NOTI A hotel lor lha deed <n
Hong Kong a South American it*
ual where." a corpse leveah its
murderer, robots a Man eger t
Shakespeare lor genes interesting
eggs lemous eccertbttt
©FAMI
0 ALL CREATURES GREAT
AND SMALL II
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

7rO»
CD SPEAKING OF LOVE f>
Buviegke eaptores lha con
inpt of mankind s krrailess poten
tutf lot giving and receiving iove
• IHJ

7 SO
O THE BEACHCOMBERS A
■ ontecl of natures ami persona*
ire* rnupis when George Douglas
uiw» lo slay with rtrs daughter
and hai terney [ J
7:0O
IESPNI NBA TONIGHT
8 OO
O 0 ALL-STAR PARTY
FOR FRANK SINATRA Sava
n a rs honoiail lor hrs contrtbuliont
10 muse and 10 humanitarian
causes m a black 1* cakabretton
with appearance* by
Jama*
Siewet Carol Burrwii Florence
Hen.*-son Howard Kaal Mteheta
laa. Oronne Warwick
Bob
Newhari (oaiar Brooks. Rear do
Monletujn. Juke Igkrse* Burl
RavnoMa Sieve Lewienee V*c
Dernone Richard Burton
and
Cery Grant
0
TURN
THE
WORLD
AROUND Harry Balafonta and
guests latia MbuAu f alum. Pretce
and Omara Pratuondo laka sever al of hrt tonga back 10 iha* begjn
ranga on iha ratanda of Jamaica
St Maartens and Cube
0 KNIGHT RIDER An espto
sron ceuea* a inamorv loaa lor
Michael Knrghi who assumes hm
former aJamny and percarve*
KITT aa an artemy
CD
MARDCASTLE
0
MCCORMICK Tha Judge and
Mark compata wwh a 70 year <oki
crooh and a rogue cop for iha
$250 000 apoda of a 2b raw 0*1
robbery

'•ahar Dtapm paraniai oppoa*
lion rmro taan - aajara worn drrtar ■
>tg badhgrounfai Nfl at feaM -» a
imaaIa.a.iown PG
BOB
Bar MOVIE * * * ■,
Tha BaBa
01 Si Mary a H94Bt Bata Croa
by iBBta Bargman A prwal and a
mothai auparaar ***• an old paro
craal achoof by paaauaabng a ahatfam to donata land and) a buadatg
■othaacaaM

O ROCK

12:10
N ROLL VIOCO

12: JO
0 HEALTHBEAT
{TAKING ADVANTAGE
GAVIN
AND
LOTT
MUSIC SHOW

9 OO
I THE JE(FERSONS
ROMEO AND JULIET
Faatyn Harl and Oavi<l P-wagnna
aaauma lha taad 'oari at rhrl daa
UC hiva story tiagad by tha Royal
VVmmpag BaHat anih mwa< by
Pr ok of am parlormad undat lha
daact-jn of WaMai Babtat
CB MOVaE «*
Coaai To
Coatl
II9B0I Oyan Cannon
Robari Blaka A tunaaray houaa
arrfa and a tcrappv buckar haukng
cdllla coast io coaai bacoma tha
1 at gal of a «*ad aoas country

1230
0 LET FREEDOM RING

CD
NATIONAL
FINALS
ROOEO Tha
Sop*. Boari
of
profatvonai lodao faaturaa com
patMwn m baraback bronc 'tffcng
staar arraaikng laam lOpmg Md
dkt bronc ird>ng calf 'apmg and
buliaang
•B MONEV
HOW TO
MAKE IT A ttHuSMon of 'aal
aalala aitwalmant and how it
g((«
Bfuag
"fih-l-in-ds ik praMtntatl

0 CHILDREN
RUNNING
OUT OF TIME Gary Cofkn* and
May Ann MotMry hotl Ilk* took
al lha ihalkan of Eihaipia and
Camboika who mm iun-**g oul of
•ana dua 10 drought larrana and
war
Guam
Laaka Uggamt
Susan Howard and Oanmt
Waav—

(B
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
Iha Ctiadal
Andraw
movat lo anoihar nvnatg town
■with hrt naar wda and hndt thai
torn* phyta^ant mm angagad m
■nailmal piai lacat 1J

(I9'IIIDI..-I--II«,

s«

9:30
O CV OOOONIGHT
TOWN

BEAN

lOOO
9 0 TRAPPER
JOHN.
M.O. An baaMajfl m-..».,t worn
an iaxtu> KUn SNttfhl clathai
anlh Nia«- Bramuti o*t- lha 'da

ins.
O TAKING ADVANTAGE
0NEWS
0 700 CLUB Faaiurad a '7
yaa* old who tiayt at bMiar
thapa than paopkt harl hit aaa
pMWto duo Nation t> Young
1:06
0 DIRECTIONS
I

1 30
0 MOVIE **
Tha LMI
Angt, Man 11974} Pa< Hatgta
Lynn Carlm

2.00
(TMCI MOVIE * * '.
Wh.. SA.-.I Duwn

Tha Man
(varast

2 30
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
3 30
0
CBS
NEWS
NIGHT WATCH I m.na.1 In
Prma»^\l
IESPNI SOCCER
NCAA OnMat I Ch.an|Min\h>i> (horn fori
LaMbnMi Fla nil
TTMC) MOVIE * * '
Sharty t
M.KI*H»
II9SII Bial RaynoMt
R*li-I Ward

MONDAY

(8 NEWS
9 GREAT RAIL WAV JOUR
NEVS OF THE WORLD
ITMCI
BEST
OF
THE
ACTRESSES

DECEMBER 12. 1N3

On..*"

'«i 'vo«-

10:30
©KENNETH COPE LAND
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

OS(L

11 00
0:00

O
THE
NATIONAL
Nat-on | Buaatatt w* loKow
Tha Naiwnaf I
0 ISRAELI OIARV Ron. Ma
to Tha youngatt mambai of iha
Rnaitat rfetcuaaat iha affact of
lha Waal Bank Miitamantt on
kjraalt tacurily

11:20
I NEWS

aa a aiiaiagy of rauanga lo>
lha murdar of lhaa lathar PG

(ABC NEWS
11:30
I 0 ENTERTAINMENT
THIS WEEK Faaiurad a took a*
antmaiad movai lor
adultt
atdudaa an atiamavr wTh Ralph
BahaN I Faa And lea ). Mantua
Harilay (Goodnight
Baan
town I
'0 MOVIE ***
Tha Papar
Chaaa 11974) Timothy Boilomi.
LtntlMT Wagna. A young tow
•ludant attamptt to anpraaa a
lyranracal proNaaor whaa unwtt-

11:46
0 SPORTS: THE
WORD

OO00 NEWS
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
0 MACNEK. / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
0 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
0 AEROBIC DANCING
(TMCI
MOVIC
* * '?
Mounthata County t ipratt
11977) John Saion Susan Howard A trio of baautavi young
woman hght a boottoggatg lyndi
CAM

bngV 'f*ng •" ^va wMh Nt
I SOLID GOLD
itaughiNATURE
Amm
Tha
0
FOR MV PEOPLE
Graai Frg Tree" Tha <■ >*«*!.: hg
(ItPNl
INDEPENDENCE
bee wfach neaa abova tha lush
BOWL Aa Forca v% M.miwpp.
•ax lorest of Beta* m Canttal
(bom Shravaport La I (HI
Amerrce 4 vwvaad
11:30
ESPNI NBA BASKETBALL
0 WRESTLING
Phaadafphta »6er» ai Mawaukee
Bucks ISubaKt 10 blackout!
ITWCI
MOVIE
*#
bar'*
Moon (19*21 Malt Oaten Cmdy

12:O0
0 MUSIC MAGAZINE
(TMCI MOVaE **
(•..*, 1
119*11 Dan Monahan Mark Ha>

FINAL

0:30
S0 CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS
ABC NEWSg
XWKRP IN CINCINNATI
BUSINESS REPORT

i0 THREE S COMPANY
BARNEY MaLLER
WB.D. W*0 WORLD OF
ANIMALS
CSPMr TOP RANK BOXING
Juan Arroyo / Clay Oav-t 10
round Light waighi boul Ibom
M.arrv fU I IRl
8:00
0 0 A CHARLIE BROWN
CHRISTMAS Ammwfl Charka
Brown bacomas rktahHronad by
his bands commarcial attriuda
loward Christmas as iha Paanuta
g*ng prapara lor a hobday
pagaant IRl
0 HANGIN IN A taan aga gal
ratraah har laasons lor wanlmg io
cttanga schools whrch atvohras a
char K at* knows wa* (J
raacf

I

IBOONE

I THAT S INCRFDIBIE
MAKING OF MAN
KINO
Anihropotogni
Richard
laakay Hacas tha arnarganca of
modarn man aapUratg iha aark
ast ari and amamaung iha raasons
lor iha transition bom a nomaote
■o a aaitlad panain of kfa Q
0 MOVIE **
lha Graot
TiaatRobbary 11979) Saan Con
nary Oonafd Sutharland Two
-■!«•'
lurn of tha cantury con
aFii.ii anampt io put oh* iha
saamaigty impotsOto robbary of a
talked tata aboard a I at t moving
lotomofnra
(TMCIMOVIL**
Sharkyt
M«ii« H981I Burt Reynolds
Rathal Ward A *• - top uncovers
lugjh lavaf uovarnmani corruptam
whrh. nvattigatmg iha murder of
■ caSajal R
03O
0 0 OR
SEUSS HOW
THE
GRINCH
STOLE
CHRISTMAS AmmetHl Boris
Kartcift RaHMfM the story of lha
miserly Grmth who Irais 10
djainiaj the laty -wage of Whovdat
■.( Chrittmet (fll
O HOUSE CALLS
BOO
0
0
AF TERM ASH Or
Plertfw i iNimuK with an abraanre
1 MI mi wliu vrvmt lo have noth
M |iii,»- ally wrung w<lh him
O AGR (SCOPE
0 MOVIE liiiktHouseOnTha
Praaie lm* Back To Yetierdey
(Premieiel
MKhaal landon
Mallh*-w leborteeua
Tragedy
MraaH the IngarH femey whan it
n rtritovetrHl that Atoart it .uMer
•atg bom an atcurabto and fatal
Irfoort tkseasa
0 NFL FOOTBALL Caaan Bay
Packer t at Tampa Bay Buccaneert
0 PLEDGE BREAK Ragularh/
scheduled progtammmg may be
dotoyod dua to pledge breaks
0 GREAT PERFORMANCES Ceaes An totwruMronel Cele
bratron Tha memory of one of
lha world t greatest drvas ra hotv
orad by Joan Sutharland. Kat Ta
Kenaw. PlaciOO Don-ngo and
othart atao rare Mm ckpa of
Maria CaNat at partormanca era
hMturad
0:10
0 GREAT PERFORMANCES Cabaa An Inter national Cela
brabon Tha memory of one of
tha worm i graaaarn drvaa at honored by Joan Sutherland Krt Ta
Kane-are. PIfKJdo Oorraneo and
others also ran 'am capa Of

7O0'
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Tha Commodoras
caacuaa iha affaci of Laanaf
Richw 1 absanca
I HAWAII FIVE-0
\ FAMK.V FE UD
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE
i BUSINESS REPORT
M*A*S-H
MACNEB.
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
CSPHI SPORTSCENTER

0 NEWHART Dtdka attempt!
■o hntah a book aaargnmani are
buavatad by anrsoyetg rnsarrupbona bom Kafc. George and a
poeerbry pwmanartt boar oar
IJAZZ UNLIMITED
IN OOOO HEALTH

7:90
0 P.M. MAGAZINE A mart to
a toy Mora 10 aaa what 1 hoi tor
thn Chritimaa

lOOO
0 0 EMERALD POINT
N.A.S. Adm Mratery conrronti
^Maggra aa Ota Navy prepare* •

1

Mana CaBbi at pajrfamanco an*
leotured

BJO

burtal serwee lor tha body of har
returned husband
and Jock
announces io Ceee that ha * toe*
mg the serwee
O THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL
0 MONEY - HOW TO
MAKE IT A drscussron of real
estate mvasimani and how n (
oiler*
opporiumiiea
loi
entrepreneur t •* pre I an lad
CSPN) SKIING
FlS World
Cup * Man t downhr* Ifrom
Sthiartm-^i Awabial
(TMCI
MOVIE
** 'i
Oeepshow
11902) Hal Hoi
brook Adiienne Berbaau A oum
tat of horror ttorats bom a Ohad s
com* book melude tales about im
arwnatad corpsas aban vagataIron a votacajus ape eke creature
and ntdkons of vangeM cock
roaches R
1030
0 MAKING IT THROUGH
REAL ESTATE
11:00

9 99

NEWS
9 TWILIGHT ZONE
9 TO BE ANNOUNCED
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
11 O0

II

0 THE A IE AM Whaa styetg
lo save a Cbesete restaurateur
horn a protactron racket, the A
Team tabs mo an FBI •takeout
0 JUST OUR LUCK Shebu
confutes up an unusual witness
whan ha and north are bead on
atteurt char gat
9 9 NOVA Nuctoar Strategy
for Begmnert
Tha origw oral
iha daaenrrtat of tha continuing
nuctoar weapon* cttar* are mvesn
•Nad g
9 MOVIE * * '
Coftara Tea
Or Me 119731 Karen Varenteta
John Oavidson A young steward
est rase heimean bar arMt-atu
dent hueband at England and bar
mmfceel suxbni hueband m Cak
■or ma
ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET
BALL Memphis Siete N Mreara
BBBI
(TMCI
MOVIE
**•'»
VVhoae l*> to It Anyway'
(1901) iftchstd Orayhaw. John
Cassavetes Paralyzed bom the
neck down m an automobee aco
dmi a scutoior raatMntscot about
hrt life before and atoosatntty
argues) for hrt right to <ke R

1 30
0NEWS
1:40
(ESPNI
WINTER WORLO
Bom On S*.» Tha othtM* Mm of
iha 92 Nordtc World Champion
shsps held m Oslo Norway IRl
2:00
(NEWS
MOVIE *#'

DuallnThB

Jungle
(19541 Dana Andrew*
Jeaeata Oath
fTMCl MOvtE *•
On* Dart
Nrgtri 119021 Adam West Mag
Trey
2:10
fESPN) SPORTSCENTER

2 30
0
CBS
NEWS
NrGHTWATCH
KSPNI PKA KARATE IRl
300
O
CBS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH IJomed In
Prou/essl
3:30
fTMCl MOVIE ***•
My
fee lady (19641 Res Hsrrdon
Audrey Heutitan

O NEWS
11:10
0 WORLD
WAR
OIARY

Guest comerben Mark SchrN IRl

Gl

1 1 10
IESPNI SIOELINES A megarew
show leaiuratg up and corrupg
athletes
novel sports
event
wrap ups and athtatas who are
act me m hefds outt-aa of tpor t*
1130
O MAUDE
0 HART TO HART Jenrtrhtr s
ate is efuUnuMetl whan she it
a**Ma<erl in wine about ragh lath
ion IR)
0 BEST OF CARSON Hosi
Johnny Carton Guastt Burl Ray
rroMs Charles Nahon Rawy IRl
0 0 LATENIGHT AMERICA Guesit
George Hacker
AssuLtate Daaetor of Akohof Pok
t ■-s with the Center for Scamee at
the PirtAe kiMrest on banning ek
arlvwtisatg lor akohoac bavar
ages ktariatg aeonomrc conauttant
Ctfgar R I—let on why lha economic recovery won i last
0 TWILIGHT ZONE
1 1 40
O MOVIE * # * Tha Pad
And How To Use It U96BI Bnan
Bedford Juke Sornrnart Based
on a pier by Peter Shatter A thy
rttuarctan t brand brings hrm out
of hrt she! resulting at romantic
irtvotvarnant with a young woman
11:40
IESPNI SOCCER
NCAA Drv>
aron I Chamc-onsrup (bom Fort
Laudardab). Ha ) IRl
12 OO
I HA WAN FIVE-O
I NEWS
, COMEDY PI HB09C0
(TMCI MOVIE ***#
Gab
pok
(19011 Ma* Grbaon Mark

!•

12:30
0
LATE
NIGHT
WITH
OAWD LETTERMAN Guarm
•ormer pro lootbafl pfayar Art
Donovan
debutant* Corrsehi
Guett corrsadksn Mark Schrtl IRl
0 ABC NEWS NrGHTLINE
12:40
0 COLUMBO A laoVtg acfas*
lAitne Baator) ptota the murder of
a goeerp cotemrtrat (Kawn McCarthy! IB.
1:00
0 MOVIE *H
MrsomVa
(19704 Rchard Egan Sonny letton
I JIMMY SWAGGART
LATE
NIGHT
WITH
OA V1D LETTERMAN Guests
'ormer pro toofboj player An
Donovan
debutante Corftaha

0 3O
0 HAPPY DAYS Howard runt
..no double when ha he** Fonrrm s rowdy students io burld the
new Cunrungham bathroom Q

400
(ESPNI
GYMNASTICS
USGI
&ngte Elrmatatmn
Chantn^aishrns IRl

BOO
O 9 MOVIE
Cook And
Peary lha Race To Tha Pok*
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